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Abstract
This dissertation consists in effect, of three parts, each involving some aspect
of intramolecular vibrational relaxation. The first section contains simple approximate statistical formulas for the density of vibrational and rovibrational states by
symmetry type for non-linear molecules. A modified Whitten-Rabinovitch estimate
of the density of states by symmetry type for linear molecules is also derived. Sample calculations are given, which serve to demonstrate the accuracy of all formulas
given. In the second section, a 4-coordinate model is presented and is used to treat
the vibrational energy redistribution in a molecule with a heavy central metal atom.
Local group modes are identified using perturbation theory, and their dynamical
separation and importance in analyzing energy redistribution is noted. A comparison of classical and quantum calculations on the model system is also given. In the
third section, artificial intelligence methods are used to treat the time-evolution of
intramolecular quantum dynamics. Comparison is made of several AI search algorithms and of evaluation functions, proposed here, in an application to the study
of quantum intramolecular vibrational relaxation. The methods developed are applied to an 11-coordinate heavy central mass problem and are used to treat both
vibrational quantum beats and "dissipative" intramolecular energy transfer.
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Introduction

The common theme throughout this dissertation is the study of intramolecular
vibrational relaxation (IVR). The thesis can be regarded as divided into three sections, each involving different aspects of IVR. Chapters 1 and 2 contain discussions
of approximate density of states by symmetry type. In the second section, which
comprises Chapters 3 and 4, a model is developed to investigate the problem of
laser selective chemistry for the specific problem of a heavy central mass. Finally,
in Chapter 5, a method is presented for using artificial intelligence for the solution
of high-dimensional, quantum mechanical IVR problems.
The first chapter of this thesis is concerned with simple, statistical estimates
of the density of vibrational states by symmetry type for non-linear molecules. The
formulas derived are for harmonic and separable degrees of freedom in the limit of at
least several quanta in each mode. (Subsequently, this work was supplemented by
a clever group theoretical proof in the high temperature limit by Pechukas, 1 and by
the treatment of non-separable degrees of freedom using a Monte Carlo integration
and involving a solution by computer simulation. 2 ) Since the formulas derived in
Chapter 1 represent the density of vibrational states of a given symmetry type as
a fraction of the total density of states, previous estimates for the total density of
states, such as that of Whitten-Rabinovitch, could easily be used to estimate the
density of states by symmetry type. The results presented in Chapter 1 show that
the approximate, statistical formulas are accurate even at relatively low energies of
vibrational excitation.
The results of Chapter 1 are extended in Chapter 2 to vibrational state densities of linear molecules and to rovibrational state densities of non-linear molecules.
Non-linear rovibrational states show the same fraction of the total density of rovibrational states in each symmetry type as vibrational states. However, the statistical
estimates of the rovibrational density of states proved to be more accurate at the

-2same excess energy than for vibrational states alone. Also, linear molecules are discussed, where the density of states by each angular momentum or symmetry type,
is given in the form of a modified Whitten-Rabinovitch formula.
The interest in density of states by symmetry type arrives from the many types
of matrix elements for which forbidden transitions can be classified by symmetry
selection rules. For example, a coupling by Fermi resonance must have a component
of total symmetry in the product of the two coupled states or the coupling will
be zero. Thus, if only a pure Fermi resonance is involved, the number of states
involved in the couplings and redistribution of energy would be the subset of the
total number of states that are of the proper symmetry. Clearly, realistic coupling in
multidimensional systems is more complex and may have fewer symmetry selection
rules. However, in many systems, the simply symmetry selection rules serve as a
good first-order approximation, which can lead to important physical insights.
Our work on the density of states of specific symmetry types has already found
use in several chemical applications. For example, an estimate of the vibrational
density of states by symmetry type in p-difiuorobenzene leads to the conclusion that
coupling of the vibrational states to the rotational manifold was probably present,
since the experimental results indicated participation by a higher density of states. 3
Also, the vibrational density of states by symmetry type was used to conclude that
Coriolis forces were playing a role in the energy redistribution in formaldehyde. 4
Furthermore, by using density of vibrational states by symmetry type and Fermi's
Golden Rule, it was shown that the rate of IVR in anthracene was consistent with
the redistribution occurring in a subset of states defined by symmetry. 5
The second section of this thesis is ultimately related to the possibility of laserselective chemistry when a heavy central atom is present in a molecular system. The
goal of intramolecular laser-selective chemistry is to produce chemical reactions by
laser excitation of

molecule~

such that the products formed are not statistically

distributed. The hope is that the short-time pulse and narrow bandwidth of lasers

-3can produce such specific excitations of a molecule that only the excited degrees of
freedom would be involved in a chemical reaction. However, thus far this hope has
not been realized for chemically interesting reactions because of the redistribution
of energy occurring on a time scale that is faster than that of the reaction. The
difficulty in performing laser-selective chemistry is consistent with the success of
the statistical RRKM theory in predicting reaction rates.
In this context, two interesting and somewhat contradictory experiments were
performed approximately five years ago. Both experiments were of the chemical
activation type in which an atom was added to a double bond in a metal ligand
system. This produced a vibrationally hot-free radical, and the rate of its chemical
reaction was studied to see if the energy redistributed across the heavy central metal
atom. In one experiment, 6 the reaction performed was
F

+ M(CH 2 CH =

CH 2) 4 -+ (CH = CHCH 2 )3MCH 2 CHFCH;(A)

A-+ CH2 = CHF

+ C- M(CH2

= CHCH2)J,M = Sn,Ge,

where the rate of chemical reaction was faster than that predicted by an RRKM
theory, in which the full molecular system was assumed to be involved in redistribution. This result was used to conclude that the energy remained trapped in
the ligand where the initial excitation occurred. In a different experiment, 7 the
chemical reaction
(CH3) 3Sn- C-C-C= C

+ H-+ (CH 3 )3Sn- C-C-C- CH(B)

B-+ (CH 3 )3SnC + C- C = C
was studied. The decomposition rate observed was consistent with an RRKM calculation in which the energy was redistributed throughout the molecule, and thus no
heavy central atom blockage of energy transfer across the metal atom was observed.
Several theoretical studies, the first initially in our laboratory, 8 had been performed previously, to probe the question of blockage of energy redistribution by a

-4heavy central metal atom because of the experimental motivation. In the first of
these, classical trajectories were used to treat the dynamics of a linear, seven-atom
model C-C-C- Sn- C- C- C .8 The results showed that the amount of energy transfer depended upon the type of potential and energy of excitation. Another
classical trajectory study 9 was performed using a model M( -C - C = C) 4 , where
M was either tin or carbon. In the results, both blockage and redistribution across
the central atom (M) were found, depending on the type of potential energy surface
used.
In Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, a modification of the numerical classical
mechanical, seven-atom model of Lopez and Marcus is investigated. It involves
the five-atom model C - C - Sn - C - C, for which an analytic classical analysis
was possible because of the presence of only a few degrees of freedom. The variables of the system can be separated approximately into those involving the left .
(C - C - Sn) and right (Sn- C- C) ligands, because of the presence of the heavy
central metal atom. In our study of this model, the existence of two type of motions
was found to occur in each ligand. They were termed the X and Y modes. The X
mode consisted mainly of the C - C motion in each ligand, whereas the Y mode was
predominantly the vibration of the C - C center of mass relative to the Sn. These
two "local group modes" were found to be approximately dynamically separable.
Excitation of the X mode was shown to cause only a slow "transfer" of energy across
the central atom, whereas excitation of the Y mode showed, in contrast, a rapid
energy transfer across the metal atom. These analytic results were shown to agree
with the classical and quantum calculations. On the basis of these results, a model

D
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was developed. Its intramolecular classical and quantum dynamics will be discussed
in a future article. Several quantum results for this model are presented in Chapter

5.
In the final chapter of this thesis, Chapter 5, the question of accurate quantum mechanical calculations of IVR in high-dimensional systems is addressed. A
commonly encountered problem in performing quantum calculations in IVR is the
treatment of the very large number of states that must be considered. However, of
the large number of states that are present in many molecules, only a small subset
might be involved in any particular excitation of the system. This subset is determined, in part, by energetics, and in part, by couplings. Thus, a crucial question
in accurate quantum mechanical modeling of large molecules is determining the
important subset of zeroth order states.
The redistribution of a vibrational excitation can be viewed as a sequential
process where the probability flows from one state to another via various paths.
Each state involved in the flow is often crucial, such that if any state in a path were
removed from the description of the process, the outcome would be dramatically
changed. Artificial Intelligence (AI) search methods for finding important paths
are particularly well suited to this problem. The use of AI had already been used
successfully in the field of multiphoton dynamics. 10
Two important questions in applying AI search methods to quantum IVR problems are the search algorithm and evaluation function. The search algorithm determines in what order the possible states are found, and the evaluation function
determines how an estimate of the importance of different paths is assigned. Several
different search algorithms and evaluation functions are investigated in Chapter 5
and applied to the latest heavy mass model for quantitative comparisons. These
results show the accuracy and dramatic reduction in the number of states needed
to be considered through the use of AI search methods. The development of AI
methods for solving quantum IVR problems could represent a significant step for-
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ward in the study of high dimension IVR problems because it is a reliable, efficient,
and easily implemented technique.
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Chapter 1: Densities of Vibrational States of Given Symmetry Species
and Their Use in Statistical Estimates Involving Corio lis
and Anharmonic Effects

[The text of this chapter appeared in: S. M . Lederman, J . H . Runnels and R. A .
Marcus , J . Phys. Chem. , 87, 4364 (1983).]
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Densities of VIbrational States of Given Symmetry Species and Their Use In Statistical
Estimates Involving Corlolls and Anharmonic Effects
Steven M.
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A..-r 24.

A aimpl~ approximate atatiatic:al formula for d~naities of vibrational
Th~ formula b«omea increaaingly ~uct at hi.gbu vibrational energies.

atatH of &iven aymm~try is pr~sented.
Application to Coriolis and anharmonic

effecta ia diacuued.

1. Iatroductioa
Th~ aymmetry of a vibrational quantum atate affecta ita
coupling to other vibrational states via anharmonic and
Coriolis forces, and thereby can influence intramolecular
relaxation. In recent experim~nta on vibronic excitation
of molecules, apecific vibrational modes of given aymmetry
have been excited in an electronically excited atate and
their apectroacopic behavior baa t-Il inveBtigated. Coriolis
eoupling between degenerate or nearly degenerate statest-4
and between nondegenerate stateaH has been invoked.
It ia of interest to know the density of vibrational Itatea
of the desired symmetry for auch coupling to a particular
vibrational atate. For e:r.ample, a atatiatical theory of
density of atates of a given symmetry has been used. as a
pouible explanation of the disappearance, via Coriolis
coupling, of certain apectrallinea.:u Thia atatistical approach involved direct counting of combination and ov·
ert.one atates having the specified aymmetry. In the course
of our atudy we noticed a atriking regularity in thia
counting of atates. We present here a aimple atatiatical
approximation for the density of atates of any specified
aymmetry apecies, eq 2. We fust illustrate it for aeveral
molecules of diffe~t symmetry types (eection 2) and then
give an approximate derivation in aection 3. Equation 2
becomes increasingly exact with increasing vibrational
energy. Applications are noted in aection 4.
2. Beaulta
All exact reaulta were determined by preciae computer
counting of harmonic atates. The number of atates of a
given aymmetry species was determined by allowing any
combination of overtones (and fundamentals). All quan·
tum statH were conaidered with equal a priori probability
and standard rules were used to determine the aymmetry
apecies of the various resultant atatea.• Degeneracy was
allowed for, but all energy splittinp due to perturbations
were ignored and energies were uaigned their unperturbed
values. The sum of the number of atatea of each aymmetry
apecies with thia counting method represent& the total
number of atates at any energy. A check of values was
performed by comparing this total number of states to the
aemiclaasic:al Whitten-Rabinovitch approx.imation. 10 At
the energies investigated the total density of states (re·
moving scatter and oscillations) was negligibly different
from the Whitten-Rabinovitch estimate.
Tables I-III list the results for aeveral repreaentative
molecules for varioUB energies • in excee.s of the zero-point
energy. The values reported are the actual number N(f)
of harmonic states of each symmetry apecies r (equiva·
lently, of each irreducible representation) with excess en·
'Contribution No. 6900.

TABLE I : Numbers and Ratio of Statea of Benzene for
Each Reprewntation at Varioua E"c~aa Enef1iea0
f

= 2004

• = 4009 em· •

em· •

N(r)

24-y·
(r)

• = 6013 em· •

24-t·
(r)

r

N(r)

24-t·
(r)

a,,
a,,
b,,
b,,
a,u
a,u
b,u
b,u

99
67
47
71
73
81
71
62

1.39
0.94
0.66
1.00
1.03
1 .14
1 .00
0.87

10 759
10 304
10122
10 499
10 387
10 533
10 425
10292

1 .03
0 .99
0 .97
1.01
1.00
1.01
1 .00
0 .99

508 350
504 540
503 872
507 273
506 161
507 388
506 267
505 311

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1 .00
1.00

e,,

236
330
262
306

3. 32
4 .64
3.69
4.31

41 210
42124
41440
41 836

3.96
4 .04
3.98
4. 02

2 022 314
2 025 738
2 023 098
2027 070

4.00
4 .00
4.00
4.00

•••
••u

N(r)

e,u
• Tb~ aymbola are defined in the tnt : 7(r) equals
N(r)/N. The :tero·point en~I'IY ia 20 034 em· •. The
number 24 ia introduced to make clearer the relations
amona tb~ 7 '1.

TABLE II : Numbera and Ratio of Statea of Methane for
Each Rep..-ntation at Varioua E"ceaa Enefliea"

• = 9883

• = 19 766 em· • • = 29 648 em·•

em· •

0

N(r)

247•
(r)

N(r)

247•
(r)

1.12
0. 91

41114
37 687

1.05
0 .96

r

N(r)

247•
(r)

a,
a,

83
38

1 .52
0 . 70

3131
2 545

I!

236

4 .33

11326

4.06

157 536

4 .02

t,
t,

408
543

7.49
9 .96

24 063
25 812

8.64
9 .26

346 749
356 985

8.85
9.11

See footnote to

Tabl~

I . Zero·point ene111y ia 9882

em· •.
TABLE Ill : Numbera and Ratio of Statea of
Formald~hyde at Varioua E"ceaa Enef1iea0

• = 11 293
em· •
r

N(r)

a,
a,
b,
b,

322
172
215
268

4-y(r)

f

= 22 586

em· •

N(r)

h(r)

• = 45157 em· •
NCr)

4)-(r)

1. 32
6508
1 .16
210 880
1.08
0 .70
0 .92
4724
0 .84
179 835
0 .94
0.88
5073
183 701
0 .90
1.06
1.10
6098
206 653
1.09
0
See footnot~ to Table I. Zero· point ene111y = 5644
em· •. The number multiplyina -y(r) is now 4 instead of
24.

ergy equal or less than •· Also given is "((r), namely, the
ratio N(r) / N, N being the total number of states with

-10TABLE IV: Groups of Molec:ular Symmflri•,
Rulea, and R Valu•
molecular
oymmetry
o. o~ T.
T~ T,

c. c,,. c, ..
D,. D,~D,~
c•. c.~ c...

multiplication
rules"
Group 1
A XT= T
ExE=2A+E
EXT= 2T
TxT=
A+ E + 2T
Group 2
ExE=2A+E

RA•
RE.
Rr

averaced
rules

overton~

1, 1 , 3

A": A
E":A+E

T":
A+ E + 3T

A";: A
E": A+ E

1, 1 , 0

Group 3

=

where RA, R£, and Rrare given in Table IV for the various
typea of molecular aymmetry point groups. nA is the total

D,, D,h. S,

C.,C,,.C,,..
Ex£=._.
A":A
Dw D..
£" ;: 2A + E
D.~ S,
• There are aloo the ruleo, A X A A and A x E
which are the oame Cor croupo 1, 2, and 3.

that the numbera of atates of each aymmetry spec1es Wltn
the same degeneracy become equal, and that the ratio of
atates of nondegenerate to doubly degenerate to triply
degenerate aymmetry apeciee approachee a constant value.
Tbeee results for specific molecules can be generalized
into three broad claaaes of molecular point groups listed
in Table IV. We shall show that the ratio of the numbers
of atates of any nondegenerate to any doubly degenerate
to any triply degenerate aymmetry species N(A):N(E):N(7), ia given by eq 1, with inaeasing accuracy u t increases
N(A):N(E):N(7) • RAinA:2REfn£;3Rr/nr
(1)

2,1,0

=E,

energy equal or leu than t . Throughout, we auppreu the
t in the notation for brevity. The aum of "((f) over all r
equala unity.
The results in Table I are for benzene, an e:unaple of
the D111 point group.11 One aeea that the populationa of
the nondengenerate aymmetry apeciea rapidly become
equal u t increaaea, u do those of the doubly degenerate
aymmetry epeciea. One alto aees that the ratio of the
number of atatea for any nondegenerate aymmetty apeciea
to that for any double degenerate one rapidly converges
to 1:4.
The results in Table n are for methane,12 an e:umple
of the T 4 point group. A. the energy increues, the ratio
of the number of atates for any nondegenerate to the
doubly degenerate to any triply degenerate aymmetry
apeciee approachee 1:4:9. Higher energiee are needed to
reach the limiting ratio than wu needed in Table I, for
reuona evident from the derivation in eection 3.11
The results in Table III are for a C,., molecule, formaldehyde, for which Coriolia coupling hu been diacuued,
e.g., ref 4, 5, and 7. Only nondegenerate aymmetty apeciea
occur and these populations become equal. We have alto
atudied moleculee in the point groups D41o, D311 , D311 , C..,
and 0,. and in every cue have found, u t becomes large,
(1) Rieclle, E.; Ne..er, H. J.; Sc:balc. E. W . ./. Pltyo. C~m. IM%,116,
4847.
(21 Rwu.elo, J . H. M.S. Tbaoio, Calilonlia IDatituu o( TechDolOCY.
11183.
(3) Riedlo. E.; N..-or, H . J~ Schloc. E. W . Farad4y DiKuu. C~m .
Sot., in pr-.
(4) Do.i, H. L.; K - . C. L.; Kimey, J . L.; Field, R. W., to bo oubmitud.
(5) Taac. K. Y.; Faildilld. P . W.; Lao, E. K. C. J . C~m . Plty1. lt77,
66,3303.
(6) Forc:h. B. E.; Chen. K. T .; Saicuaa. H .; Um. E. C. J . Plty1. CAom.
1113, 87, 2280. Chon, K. T .; Forc:h. B. E.; Um, E. C. C~m. Plty1. 1..«11.
1113. 99, 98.
(7) Garland, N. L.; Lao. E. K. C. Farod4y DiKuu. Chom. Sot. in p,__
(8) E.c., Milia, I. M. p,, Appl. Chom. 1115, 11. 325.
(9) Wi!.on, E . B.; IHciUI, J . C.: Crou, P . C. "Molecular Vibrationa";
McGraw·Hill: Now York , 1955; pp 331 tr.
(10) Robinoon. P . J .; Holbrook. K. A. "Unimolacular Ruction~"; Wi·
ley·lnwncion<i!: Now York, 19i2: pp 131 tr.
(Ill Robey, M. J .; Schlq, E. W. J . Chom. Phy1. 1177, 67, n75.
(12) Gray, D. L.; Robiotw, A. G . Mol. Ph y1. lt79, 37, 1901.
(13) The esact recuraion relation for the reprnenLation o( uiply de-1enerat.t- overt.onf'l h.u a loncrr recunion cycle. Funhu, the approsi·
mation UMd in .ection 3 (Table IV) for the triply dqeDerat.e ovrrtont'
rul~ illeu aC"cuut~ th.an thf others at low enercies. thouch it become~
incre.uincly euct at h&~h entrJiH.

number of nondegenerate symmetry species from a character table of the relevant point group; "£and nr are the
analogous quantities for the doubly and triply degenerate
aymmetry apecies, respectively. Equation 1 ia derived in
eection 3, together with the values of the R's listed in Table
IV. Uaing eq 1 we alto ahow in eection 3 that the density
of states p(f) for any particular aymmetty speciee is given,
with increasing accuracy u t increases, by
p(f) • PlrRri<RA + 2RE + 3Rr>nr
(2)
where p ia the total denaity of atates at the nc:ess energy
t; ir ia 1, 2, or 3, Rr ia RA, RE, or Rr. and "ria "A• "£· or
nr. according u the r belongs to a nondegenerate, doubly
degenerate, or triply degenerate aymmetry species.
Equations 1 and 2 are the principal results of this paper.
Equationa 1 and 2 assume that all nr aymmetry species
are acceuible. If aome eymmetry epeecies are not accesaible, nr refera only to the acc:essible epecies. However,
for all real molecules we have studied thus far, all symmetty speciea in a point group have been accessible. When
the vibrationa are anharmonic, the u.ae of different symmetry typee remaina valid (ref 9, p 146).
In applications of eq 2 to molecules such u CH20, which
have only nondengenerate representations, we have RA •
1 and R11 • RT • 0.

3. Derivation of Eq 1 aud 2
To simplify the derivation of eq 1 and 2, two assumptions will be made:
The fll'lt aaaumption ia that in building up various
combinationa of overtones of the various fundamentals
there ia randomization of the numbera of states between
aymmetry epeciea having the aame degeneracy (e.g., among
the four E-aymmetry epecies in Table 1). The tendency
to randomization ia indeed evident in the euct multiplication rulee given in ref 9.
The eecond aa1umption ia that the energy is sufficently
high that frequently aome degenerate fundamental has
eeveral quanta in it. Tbia causes representations of overtones of degenerate fundamentals to obey the averaged
overtone rules given in the third column of Table IV.
The fiJ'It assumption ia aeen to be true in Tables I-III
within statistical deviations, for the three molecules given
there. Consistent with this assumption, we adopt a notation such that all nondegenerate symmetry species are
grouped together and each ia called A (which now includes
all A and B representations), each doubly degenerate
eymmetry apecies ia called E (i.e., irrespective of whether
it is e 11! e~, e1., etc.), and each triply degenerate one is
called ·r. Each E label contains two states and T contains
three states. The first assumption simplifies the multiplication rules and, after examining Table X-12 of ref 9,
led to the three sets of groups in Table IV. Within each
set the now aimplfied multiplication rules have become
similar. The overtone rules of ref 9 also became simple
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after introducing the two uaumptions, and repre.ent averages, e.g, over the variable q in Table X -13, ref 9. (In
the case of the overtone rule for a triply degenerate fun.
damental, the result in Table IV is an approximate average
over q and over even and odd v in ref 9 and becomes
increasingly exact as p in ref 9 becomes large.)
We illustrate the flnt uaumption using a combination
level in De~.. auch as a 11 + a:q + a 1u + a2u + ela + e21 + e1u
+ ~- Because of the tint aaaumption t.hia repreaentation
can be rewritten as 4A + -'E. Because we are mainly
intereated in ratio of labeb, we introduce an equivalency
aymbol•:

4A+-'E•A+E

A"• - A"'E"..• - E"-7"-• - · 7"-· •

r Ar~:rT

where r A denotea the product of the A facton, etc. We
evaluate r A• r E• and r T aeparately. We •hall Ulume in
the following that at least one v, in I'.t:.and at least one in
I'r exceeds unity.
We have
•

A"'-· A"•

(5)

From Table IV we know that A" • A for any v, 10 that

I'A•A -. A•A

(6)

independently of lc, w.ing the multiplication rulel for group
1 in Table IV.
Using the tame method for combinationa of overtones
of E-type fundamentals, r E is given by
I'.t:- E"... ••. E"-

(7)

E" • E ( v • 1)

(8)

From the multiplication rules in Table IV
(A

+ E)(A +

E) • A

+E

E(A + E) • A + E

(9)

Application of eq 8 and 9 to eq 7 yields 1•
(10)

I'.r• A+ E
as long as at least one v; > 1. For

r T we have
(11)

From the overtone rules in Table IV we have 1" • A

+E

0•1 Tho auociati~ ln.· ron,·oru a multiplication auch u t£ x £ x
+ £1 to(£ X £1 X (£X (A + £)1 and !>«nee auCCH~ivo appli·
catron. of .-q 9 m•y br u..M'd to obtain eq 10.
£ ) X (A

+ E + 3T)(A + E + 37') • A + E + 3T
T(A + E + 37') • A + E + 3T

(12)

Application of eq 12 to 11 yielda 13, as long as at least one

v, > 1.

(13)

I'r•A +E+ 3T

Equations 4, 6, 10, and 13 plus the multiplication rules in
Table IV then yield

+ E)(A + E +
3A

37') •

+ 3E + 9T • A + E + 3T

(14)

Tbe ratio of labels given by eq 14 is aeen to be independent
of the specific vibrational excitation level. Therefore, the
ratio of the total number of A labeb toE labels to T labels
is always 1:1:3. Tbeae numbers provide the R values liated
as in the last column of Table IV.
To obtain eq 1 we now note that the ratio of labels is
R,.:R.r:Rr. and 10 the ratio of atates is R,.:2R.r:3Rr when
degeneracy is included. Since there are n,. symmetry
apecies of the A type which ahare t.hia RA, n.r which ahare
this 2R.r. and nr sharing the 3Rn eq 1 for ratios of numbers
of statell of specific aymmetry species immediately follows.
We turn next to group 2 in Table IV, for which R,. •
1 and R.t: • 1. Since the multiplication and overtone rules
for group 2 are identical with thoee for group 1 except that
there are no triply degenerate aymmetry species, one imds
that the repreaentation of a combination of overtones is
now given by
I' • A"' -· A ..£">+• ·- E"- • A(A

+

E) • A

+E

(15)

Once again, the ratio of A to E labeb is independent of
the vibrational excitation, namely, 1:1. One thus has R,.
• 1 and R.r • 1, u reported in the last column of Table
IV. Equation 1 again followa.
For group 3 one uses the tame logic, except that now the
rules for the E representations are different, as seen in
Table IV. For the A overtones we have r A • A as before.
However, we have E" • 2A + E orE, according as v > 1
or v • 1. Uae of multiplication rules in Table IV yields
(2A

+ E)(2A + E) • 2A + E
E(2A + E) • 2A + E

Application to eq 7 gives 2A

From Table IV one sees that

E" • A + E (v > 1)

(A

I' • A(A

(4)

I'A

rules in Table IV yield

(3)

Thus, the repreaentation of the cited combination level in
D 111 is, in thia aense, equivalent to A + E . Ita ratio of A
labels to E labeb is 1:1.
The following derivation of eq 1 and 2 is imt given for
group 1 type molecular point group aymmetries in Table
IV. We order the vibrational fundamentals of a molecule
10 that the imt lc of them are of the A type, the next m
are of the E type, and the imal n are of the T type, lc +
2m + 3n being therefore the total number of normal
modes. We let A"• aignify that the ith nondegenerate
fundamental contains v, quanta, and uae an analogous
notation for the other (E and T) fundamentals. The
repreaentation of any given vibrational excitation can be
written u

r•

+ 3T or T, according as v > 1 or v • 1. The multiplication

I' • A(2A

+ E for

(16)

I'E · Hence

+ E) • 2A + E

(17)

Thus, the ratio of A labeb toE labeb is 2:1 for group 3
aymmetries, independently of the vibrational excitation.
Hence, one obtains the R,. • 2, R.r • 1 in the last column
of Table IV and eq 1 followa.
To obtain eq 2 we note that the total number of states
N with excess energy equal to or less than • is n,._N(f.._) +
n.rN(f.r) + nrN<rr>. where I'A is a I' of type A, etc.
Equation 1 can be rewritten as n,..N(r,.) • cR,., n.rN<rE>
• 2cR.r. and, nrN(r rl • 3cRr. where c is constant. Sum·
ming yields N • c(R,. + 2R.r + 3Rr) and hence yields
N j (R,. + 2R.r + 3Rr) for c. One thus obtain& (using the
definition of ir given earlier)
N(r) •

NgrRr/(R,. + 2R.r + 3Rrlnr

(18)

Differentiation of this equation with respect to • yields eq
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2. aince the R'a, nr'l. and gr'• in eq 18 are independent of

that the separation of adjacent K states in the Q branch

f.

ia about 0.008K em-•, according to available rotational

4. Diac:u11ion
Coriolis Coupling. To illustrate an application of eq 2
we conaider benzene and parallel type Coriolis coupling.
Riedle et al.t.a meuured the Doppler-free rotationally re·
110lved two-photon ~ of the 14~ 10 bands of benzene
{n • 1, 2). They excited an electronic atate of B:~u sym·
metry and a vibrational atate of~ symmetry, and examined the fluoreac:ence excitation spectrum of the Q branch.
Only the K • 0 levela remained when n • 2, plus some
residual atructure from the K JJ' 0 atatee. One of the
poasible explanationa involves Coriolie effecta.16
Tbe ~ vibrational atate couples by parallel Coriolis
interactiona to btu atates,t-3 giving new levela16 1/ 2 {Et +
EJ 2: [{Ht.J2 + {~/2)2] 1 12• H 12 ia the Coriolie interaction
energy and ~ {• E 2 - E 1) is the energy difference of the
btu and ~ at.atea. When ~ • 0 there ia extensive tnmafer
of the oacillator strength from the~ level {50%), while
when I,H12/ ~I « 1 there is little. There can be further
~litting due to Coriolis effecta, yielding a further reduction
in intensity of K JJ' 0 linea and atill further irregularities
in the apectrum. If the btu atatee to which the original ~
atate is coupled have large nonradiative rates, the total
fluoreac:ence intenaity ia aliiO decreued,1 in agreement with
the experiment.1.a
Tbe transfer o{ oacillator atreD(th due to Coriolie coupling ia aignificant for atates within an energy ~ of about,
uy, H 12• H 12 equala ±2C!Kl, where C {• h 2 /21,) is17 0.09
cm-1, K and l are the z rotational and z vibrational angular
momentum quantum numbers {K > 0), and ! is a Coriolis
interaction oonatant. If the maximum !is11 about 0.8, H 12
ia about 2:0.15Kl cm-1 or lMa. {Any unfavorable vibrational
overlap11 dec:reus thia f.) For oompariaon it may be noted
(1~) AD alten>atlw IIMChaniam which atlll ~ K • 0 al.atea
Ia riWll by CalloJDOD, J. H . FaradiJy Diocuu. CMm. Soc., ill ~ (d.

CUMion -eDt).

(16) E.,., H0<11ell. J. T . J. CMm.Pt.ya. IMS, 38, 1167. HOUI"ll, J. T .
ID "Pbyoical Cbemiatry. AD Adv&DCe<l TrutiH"; HeDderaoD, D.; Ed.;
Academic P.-: New York, 1970; Vol IV, p 346. Milla, L M . ID
"Molecular SpecttoKopy. Modem R.earcb"; Rao, K. N.; MatMw., C.
W~ Ed.; Academic"'-: New York. 1972; pp 128 ff. Rafenr>ee 9, p 367.
(17) JWdle, E.; Ne..er, H. J.; Schlac. E. W. J . CMm. l'tJya. 1111, 75,
4231.
(18) We .-d the l a r p r - c:alc:uall.ad iD ref 11.
(19) E.c.• for barmoDic al.atea oDe requirea" tw, • -tw, • :11:1, tw. •
0. SufficieDt UlbarmoDicity would diatribul.a the oriciDal vibratio.W
pu"ODI.aie of the barmollic el.atea m<lft widely ovv the Ulbarmollic atata,
Uld 10 the al.a~by..t.at.e requiremet would theD bo IMa aevera.

conatant.a. 17
One aeea that if there ia aufficient parallel Coriolis
coupling {sufficient proximity o{ suitable b 1u states to the
original~ state) the fluorescence excitation spectrum will
contain the K • 0 lines, which are unaffected by parallel
Coriolis coupling, plus some residual irregular structure
from the K JJ' 0 lines. To create this Coriolis coupling the
density of auitable vibrational states of the b 1u symmetry
apecies would have to be about 6 per em·• ( -1/ H 12 ) when
K • l • 1. The total density of b 1u states (suitable and
unauitable) is given by eq 2 and by the R values in Table
IV. It is approximately 1/24 the total density of states.
In order for the total density of b 1u atates to reach 6 per
cm· t, the total density of atatee would therefore have to
be 144 per cm-t. This density corresponds to an energy,
determined from the Whitten-Rabinovitch appro:r.imation
or from direct counting, of about 3370 em·•. This energy
alao corresponds roughly to the energy where disappear·
ance of the K ~ 0 lines occurs in experimental measurement& by Riedle et al.,1 and so one hu a ponible statistica]U explanation of the result&. However, consistency
of argument would require that one examine the effect of
perpendicular Coriolis interactions 16 on the K • 0 state,
uaing assumptiona analogous to those uaed above, and
vibrational overlap1'.20 upect.a should also be explored.
Anhramonic Couplir111. Other questions which can be
addresaed by use of eq 2 involve other types of coupling.
For example, if a zeroth-Qrder state (wavepacket) of some
given aymmetry apeciea ia excited, one can use eq 2 to
calculate the denaity of vibrational atatee of the aame
aymmetry apecies with which the wavepacket can be as·
aociated. .

Acknowledgment. We are pleued to acknowledge the
aupport of thia research by a grant from the Nation~
Science Foundation. J .H.R. aliiO acknowledges a fellowship
from the Fannie and John Hertz Foundation.
(20) E.c.• i! M a mlDimal requiremeDt oae added the aupplemeDt.ary
coDditioaa OD the b 1• al.al.aa that uu • 0 cd thet. v1 • 1 or 2, the dena.'tY
olaucb b 1 at.aiM at , • 3370
ia found by uaq oq 2 and c:alc:ulaunc
, . 0... .U:tribul.aa amOIIJ the rem.ainiDI28 mod•.., enei'IY (337!HI23)
em· • when u1 • 1, yield.ins p(b1.) • 0.65 per em-•, and AD en•I'IY
(337<H846) cm·1 wbeD u1 • 2, yieldiD& p(b1J • 0.~ per em· •. Tbe total
dtDaity of ouch b 10 atatea ia about 0.7 per em·• at 3370
iDat.ead of
41 per em·•.
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Chapter 2: Densities ofVibrational States of Given Symmetry Species.
Linear Molecules and Rovibrational States of Nonlinear
Molecules

(The text of this chapter appeared in: S. M . Lederman and R . A . Marcus, J. Chem.
Phy s., 81, 5601 (1984) .]
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Densities of vibrational states of given symmetry species. Linear molecules
and rovibrational states of nonlinear molecules
Steven M. Lederman and R. A. Marcus
Anlthur Amos Noyes uboratory ofCh~miaJI Phynd"1
Colifomill/IIStitutufT«IIIIoJoo. PasiuleNJ. Colifomill 91J1J
(Jlcccived 2<4 May 198<4; accepted 6 August 198<4)
A simple statistical expression i5 given for the density of states of any symmetry species for linear
molecules. Molecules with one and two pairs of doubly degenerate bending modes are considered.
The results ofour previous paper for vibrational states of nonlinear molecules are also extended to
include density of rotational-vibrational states by symmetry species. The various expressions are
tested by c:omparing with exact counts of states.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, • we derived a simple statistical
expression for the density p(r) of vibrational states with symmetry species for nonlinear molecules, or for the number
N (r) of states of symmetry with energy less than or equal
toE in terms of the total number ofstates N with energy Jess
than or equal to E:

r

r

=

· p{F) ""'Pfr. N(r) Nfr,
where the frac:tion of states of symmetry

(la)

r is

fr -rrRri(R,. + 2RE + 3Rrlnr.
(1b)
Here, p is the total density of states. determined by ex.ac:t
count or by use ·of an approximate formula such as that of
Whitten-Rabinovitch. [In using a formula such as Eq. (Ia)
one is often interested in the case of high energies, where
Whitten-Rabinovitc:h is applic:able.1g r is I, 2, or 3 ac:cordingly as is of an A , E, or T (non, doubly, or triply degenerate) species, the R 's are small integers whose values for the
various types of molecular point groups are given in Ref. 1
and llr is the number of symmetry species oftypeA, E, or T.
An equivalent equation appears in the general work by
Quac:1: 2 on group representationr. in scattering theory and
most recently by Pechukas3 in his nic:e treatment of molecular symmetry point groups. For any given symmetry species
the number of scattering channels (Quack) or fraction of vibrational states (Pechukas) is written in their notation as
[r... 1W (E,J )lg or /g, respectively. In each case the result
exc:luded the symmetry associated with rotation about the
symmetry axis of linear molecules.
Exact counts were given to test the ac:curacy of the formula in Ref. !.Sinha and Kinsey• have recently presented a
fast computational method for an ex.ac:t count.
In Sec. II of the present paper we develop statistic:al
formulas for the density of vibrational states by symmetry
species for linear molecules. In the process we first consider
the purely classic:al density of states, using the vibrational
angular momentum component as a representation of symmetry species. The fonnulas arc then convened to a "semic:lassic:al" form (to agree better with the exact quantum
count) by introducing an expression analogous to that of

r

n!

c_

"'Cootribuuon No. 7026.

Whitten and Rabinovitc:h' for unrestricted counts of states.
Comparisons with ex.ac:t quantum counts are given in Sec.

III.
The density of rovibrational states by symmetry species
is treated for nonlinear molecules in Sec IV. Such systems
arc of interest because coupled rovibrational states have been
invoked to explain the onset of intramolecular vibrational
relaxation at energies where the density of vibrational states
alone is too small to explain the data. 6 A simple fonnula,
analogous to that which we derived in Ref. I, is obtained for
these rovibrational states. The formula is compared with an
exact quantum count ofrovibrational states. The results are
disc:ussed in Sec. v.
II. DENSITY OF VIBRATIONAL STATES OF UNEAR
MOLECULES BY SYMMETRY SPECIES

In the case of nonlinear molecules there are a finite
number of symmetry species. With increasing energy, the
partitioning of states among symmetry species became encr·
gy independent and was given by a simple formula [Eq. (I )].
In the case of linear molecules, however, there arc an infinite
number of symmetry species, each characterized by the projection of the angular momentum along the internuc:Jcar
axis.7 The partitioning of states by symmetry species no
longer approaches a constant value with increasing energy,
and so the formula derived in the present paper is no longer
quite as simple.
Two cases are considered below: (A) linear molecules
with one degenerate pair of bending modes (e.g., C02) ; and
(B) linear molecules with two degenerate pairs of bending
modes (e.g., C,H 2 ). The case of more than two degenerate
modes can be treated similarly, but is rarer and is omitted
here.
A. One degenerate pair of modes
We use the symbol/ to denote quantum number for the
(signed) component of angular momentum along the inter·
nuc:Jear axis of the molecule. We first show that the classical
number of vibrational states with energy Jess than or equal to
E for a molecule with s vibrations and with a given value of I
isN! (E):
N ! (E) = (£·-

ll lhvr - 112(s-

l)!hvfl, hv1 ,

(2 )
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where vis the vibration frequency of the dcgencra~ bending
mode (i = 1,2) and in the present section the v , (i = 3 tos) arc
vibration frequencies of the remaining s-2 modes.
The derivation of Eq. (2) is given in Appendix A . It
involves consideration of the partitioning of the energy E
among all vibrational modes subject to the constraint that
the (signed) component of the vibrational angular momcn·
tum along the intcmulcear axis is specified. Incidentally, in~gration ofEq. (2)ovcrthc limits of I, namely from - E / hv
toE l hv (Appendix A), for a given E yields E / sl(hv)2 U 1 hv1 ,
the conventional expression for the classical number of
states of s oscillators with energy less than or equal to E.
The accuracy of Eq. (2) can be improved by converting
to an expression which parallels that used by Whinen and
Rabinovitch' for the unrestricted number of states (cf. Appendix A)

late at a reduced' energy (E- lllhv)lE.., and fort he givens
frequencies.
The density of states by angular momentum is found by
diJfercntiating Eq. (3):

N !(E) = (E + aE._.- ll lhvr - 1/2(s - l)!lrvU,hv1 , (3a)

The derivation for this case parallels the previous one,
but involves more complicated limits. If v 1 and v 2 are the
vibration frequencies of the two degenerate pairs of modes
(i ""' 1-4),the classical expression for the number of states
with a specified (signed) I and with an energy Jess than or
equal toE is shown in Appendix B to be

where

E-E-E...

(3b)

and E.., is the zero-point energy of the set ofs oscillators; a is
a factor given by Whitten and Rabinovitch, which we calcu-

1

, E ""

(E

+ aE,_. -

When

ll lhvr -

2
[

2(s- 2)!1rvU 1 hv1

p,( )

+ I and

1 + da E

~E '-'

].

(41

- I states are grouped together, to form the

n..s,... states.' we have as their number
N !11

..,

2N!

=N!

(I ;CO)

(5)

(1=0),

where N! is given by Eq. (3). Similar remarks are applicable
in obtainingp!' 1(E) from thep!(E) in Eq. (4).

B. Two degener11te palra of modea

hv2(E -1/lhv,r-'- hv,(E - l/lhv2 r-'e(E lhv2 - Ill)
(6)
(s- 1)!2hv1hv2 ((hv2 } ' - (hv,)']U 1hv1
when vl;;w,. Here, the product n, is from i = ~ to s throughout this section and e (x) is 0 if X< 0 and I if X> 0. Integration of
Eq. (6) over all/ from - E /hv 1 toE /hv, yields the conventional classical expression for the number of states, namely, E I
sf(hv1)2(hv2) 2 U , hv1 •
N ' (E) _
'

Once again, a Whincn-Rabinovitch' type of modification is introduced to conven the expression in Eq. (6) to one which
better approximates the quantum results, namely,

hv2 (E + a,E.., - ll lhv,r-'- hv,(E +a,E.., - l/ lhv2r- 'e (E lhv2 ) - 1111
(7)
'
'
2(s- l)!lrv 1hv2 ((hv2 )2 - (11\-,)·]n,hv,
where E is again given by Eq. (3b), a, is computed at a reduced energy (E - lllhv 1 }/E._., and a 2 at a reduced energy of
(E- ll lhv2 )1E.., and in each case for s oscillators.
"''

H

, (E)=

The density of states, obtained by diJferentiating Eq. (7) is

' ()

p, E

a:

hv2(E-a,E.., -1/ lhv,r - '(t +t,)-hv,(E-a,E.., - l/ lhv2 r- 2(1
2
.,
2(s- 2)!/rv 1hv2 [(hv2 ) - (hv 1 )']n,hv1

+t2 )8(E / hv2 -l/ll
'

(8)

wheret, ""(da1 /dE)E..,.

Once again, when + I and - I states are grouped toJether to represent the symmetry species we have
N!' 1 :o:2N!(I.,&O)

(9a)

.,. N!(l- 0),

(9b)

where N! is given by Eq. (7) and with analogous remarks for
.

p!'~(E).

Ill. RESULTS FOR LINEAR MOLECULES
In this section we give the quantum count N (F) of hasmonic vibrational states by symmetry species with energy
less than or equal to E. Standard tables were used for comput·
ing the symmetry of ovenone and combination states. 1
The .I states arc those for which Ill= 0, theE2 states(or
n states) are those for which Ill = 1, etc. 7 When two degenerate pairs of modes are present both I + and I - states occus. In applying Eqs. (7) and (9) we assume a randomness

r

among these states and so to count each of the symmetry
spccies.I +and .I- we divide Eq. (7)for/ = Oby afactorof2.
In examples of molecules with an inversion center, g and u
states occur, but Eqs. (3), (5), (7), and (9) refer to the sum of
the (g,u) pairs. We assume a randomness among this type of
pair and so also divide these equations by a factor of2. Thus,
when one has I ,-, I : ,.I,-, and I.- states, the equations
for I= 0 are divided by a factor of 4.
Results for fous representative linear molecules arc given in Tables I to IV. Results for HCN, 9 a c.y molecule with
one degenerate pair of normal modes, are given in Table I. R
is the ratio of the exact N(F) to the approximate number
given by Eq. (3) and (S). In the last row ("total") the item
labeled N (F) is really the total number ofstates (i.c.,.IN (T ),
summed over all
even those that are not listed]. The "R •·
in this row is the ratioofthis.IN (T) to the standard WhittenRabinovitch expression' for the total number of states. We
also note that I - states are not allowed for a molecule with

r,
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TABLE 1. Number of v;mrional stales of HCN by Symmetry type at variou.s u.cess mcrpo and ratao R of u.act number lO approumate formulas.•
,_ 10250c:m-•

r
:x ·
E~

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

E.

E,o

E,

E.,
E.,
E,.
E.,
E,,
E.,
E,.
E,,
E,.,
E,.
E,
TOUJI

#-20250c:m-•

#-40250c:m-•

NIT)

R

N(T)

R

N(T)

41
70
60
50
40
34
26

0.91
0.99
1.01
1.01
0.99

221
404

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00.
0.98
1.00
1.00
0.91
1.03
0.99
0.97
1.02
0.99

1404
2 672
2 S44
2416
2294
2 176
2062
I 932
1146
I 744
1646
I 350
1460
I 372
I 218
1208
1132
I 038
988
922
136
796
738
42 932

20

16
12
I
6
4

2
2

1 .~

1.00
0.98

..~

1.03
0.99
1.10
1.16
0.94
2.33

368

332
300
270
242
216
192
170
150
130
114
91
14
70
60
50
40
34
26
20

391

0.99

16
3641

"

1.00'
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

is 3412.5 em-• .
• AI in Rd. 7, E , is. n State, E, is." Stale, etc.
• In this and otber tables tbe formulas in Ref. 4 wen used in some cases
outside tbe sugested ranae of accuracy, but we still, as tbc results obow,
found tbc formula of Ref. 4 to be quite accunu.e.
·:z.a.~poinlen<raY

only one pair-of degenerate modes 10 and hence we did not
divide Eq. (7) for f.., 0 by the factor of 2 mentioned in the
preceding patagraph.
Results for c o l . II aD •• molecule with one degenerate
pair of modes, are given in Table II. Here, there are g and 11
statesduetotbeinversion centerandN, (F )andN. (F )repreaent the exact quantum number of states with g and 11 symmetry, respectively, with the cited value of 111. Thus, R, and
R. denote the ratios of exact counts to those based on the
right-hand side ofEq. (5) divided by 2, as discussed above. R
in the last column represents the ratio of N, (F) + N. (F) to
the number of states given by Eqs. (3) and (5).
Table III contains results for <;BrCI, 11 a C. v molecule
with two degenerate pain of modes. R is the ratio of exact
countN(F)tothenumbergiven byEq. (9a)when/ ~0. When
I= 0 (i.e.,
R is the ratio of the sum ofN (F)'s for :L •
and :L - to the number given by Eq. (9b).
Table IV contains results for C 2H 2 , 13 aD ·• molecule
with two degenerate modes. Here, there are both g and 11
states and :L ... and :L- states oa:ur. Thus, for I ~o. one divides the right-hand side ofEq. (9a) by a factor of2 to calculateR, and R • . When computing R, and R. for the four I
states one divides the right-hand side ofEq. (9b) by a factor of
4, as already noted. When I= 0, R is the ratio of the sum of
N (F)for I,... ,I,- .:L .... ,and I.- , tothenumbergivenbyEq.
(9b).

TABLE II. Number ofv;brationalllala for CO, by symmetry typ< at lA I
# - 20 250 em- 1 a.nd (B) # - 40 250 em- 1 IIDd ratiO of u.act oumber to
approximate formula. •

r

N,ITJ

"·

N.ITI

"·

R

0.83
1.17 •
0.82
1. 18
0.11
1.20
0.10
1.21
0.79
1.22
0.77
1.23
0.73
1.26
0.72
1.28
0.70
1.31
0.66
1.36
0.62
1.41
0.60

1.01
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.02
0.98
1.02
0.98
1.02
0.98
1.03
0.97
1.03
0.97

0.91
1.10
0.91
1.10
0.91
1.10
0.90
1.11
0.90
1.11
0.90
1.11
0.89
1.12
0.19
1.12
0.88
1.13
0.18
1.13
0.17
1.14
0.17

1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.00

lA)

:x·
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

E.

E,o

276
346
466

212
318
226
320
178
260
138
208

E,

I~

E.,
E.,
E,,
E.,
E,.
E.,
E,.
E,.
E"'

164
76
126
34
94

£,,

E,
Tocal

36
68
22
41
12
32
7926

1.11
0.11
1.20
0.10
1.21
0.78
1.23
0.76
1.23
0.73
1.27
0.72
1.30
0.69
1.33
0.67
1.37
0.62
1.41
0.36
1.49
0.47
1.60

194
500

320
418
260
346
208
282
164
226
126
171
94
138
68
I~

48
76
32
34
20

36
12

..~

0.96
1.06
0.94
1.10
1.00

(B)

:x·
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

E.
E,.

E,
E.,
E.,
E,.
E.,
E,.
E.,
E,.
E,.
E,.
E,.
E,
Total

1706
2614
3 114
2421
2132
2 188
2568
I 964
2320
I 756
2018
1564

1872
I 386
1672
1222
1486
I 072
1314
934
I 156
108
I 012
99737

1.10
0.91
1.10
0.90
1.11
0.90
1.11
0.19
1.11
0.19
1.12
0.19
1.12
0.11
1.13
0.18
1.13
0.17
1.14
0.86
1.14
0.16
1.15

1417
3250
2568
2958
2320
2684
2088
2428
1872
2118
1672
1964
1486
1756
1314
1564
1156
1386
1012
1222
110
1072
760

• Zero-point CDeriY is 2510 c:m-•.

r -z ),

IV. DENSITY OF ROVIBRATIONAL STATES FOR
NONLINEAR MOLECULES

Just as the vibrational states in R.ef. 1 were characterized by symmetry species, the rotational and the rovibrational states are similarly characterized. It is shown in A p-

pendix C that the fraction of rovibrational states of a given
symmetry species is the same as that of vibrational states
alone and is therefore equal to thefr given by Eq. (I b).
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TABLE ni. NWDber ol Yibntioaaluus far c:,BrO by oymmetty type at
..no...- ....,..;.s aDd ratio oleuct DWDber lO approximate formula. •
~-JOSOcm - •

r

z·
zE,
E,

N(T)

/(

393)
216
1170
1096
962

1.07
1.06

E,.

50

E.,

30

E,.

lO
10
6
l
l

1.07
1.06
1.08
1.07
1.09
1.08
1. 11
1.09
1. 13
1.10
1.14
1.12
1.17
1.12
1.26
1. 15
1.43
1.24
4. 19

m3

0 .99

E,
E.
E,
E.

141
702
516
460

£.,

E,
E.

361
274
210
141
108

E,.

Eu
E.,
E.,

72

E,
E..
E,

£,

E,,

£,.
Tocal
0

~- 6030 em-•
N(T)

~)
21110
20564
19562
11512
17156
15186
14414
13100
11668
10436
9132
1054
6932
6034
5110
4396
3662
3111
2554
2152
1734
1446
232508

E-9050cm-•

/(

N(r)

/(

1.03
1.02

40594
31313}
142760
140632
136936
132642
127216
121510
115141
108104
101921
95364
11464
12040
75416
69374
63236
57734
5ll02
47322
42451
31232
34038
30464
2177519

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.00

1.03
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.03
1.04
1.03
1.05
1.04
1.06
1.04
1.06
1.05
1.01
1.00

TABLE IV. NWDber ol vibratioaalotaus far C,H, by symmetry type at (A I
£- 9900cm- • &DC! (B)£- 19 900cm-• aDd rat:ioofeuct Dumber lO approximate formulu.•

r

R.

R

171
131
608
544
506
424
368
294
242
171
131
92
64
40
26
12
6
0

1.14}
0 .88
1.05
1.01
1.04
1.01
1.04
1.02
1.07
1.02
1.07
1.01
1.04
1.03
1.04
1.00
1.26
0.00

1.04
1.05

3 600
219S
12 964
12510
12078
11342
10671
9798
9034
1120
7 340
6468
5736
49S2
4 310
3636
3098
2 S56
2124
1706
1376
I 074
132
628

1.12 )
0 .90
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.00
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.03
10.2
1.03
1.03

N, (T)

/(

N.(rl

z•
z-

223
97

E,

601

E,

571

1.49
O.M
1.05
1.07
1.05
1.07
1.05
1.07
1.07
1.08
1.12
1.07
1.14
1.13
1.12
1.17
1.61
1.70

1.23
0 .90
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
101
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.03
1.01
1.03
1.02
1.04
1.02
1.04
1.03
1.05

(A)

E,
E.

501
441

E,

372
308
244
118
144
91
70
44
21
14
I
2
7126

E.

£.,

E.
E.

E,.

Eu
E.,
E.,
E,.
E.,
E,.
Tocal

1.04
1.05
1.04
1.05
1.05
1.07
1.05
1.10
1.04
1.09
1.08
1.08
1.09
1.48
0 .85
1.00

(B)

z•
z-

3979
2612
12 922
12 671
12042
11418
10644
9921
9006
1221
7 314
6562
5710
5032
4212
3 700
3071
2602
2 112
1740
1370
I 092

E,
E,
E,

Zcro-poillt CDaJY i12245.5 C1D- 1•

E.
E,
E.
In the exact counts of rovibrational states listed in Tables V to VUI each harmonic vibrational state was coupled
to each of the U + 1 rotational states, where J was assigned
various values. The coupling was assumed weak and the new
ltates were assumed to have the sum of the energies of the
~epUated states. The symmetry of the rotational states was
found within the full molecular point group using the method given by Hougen. •• The tables of the symmetry of rotational states for the molecular groups D.w, D.4 , c•• , and
c.,.. by Weber"
were useful, as were the symmetries for
methane. 16
R.esults for benzene,17 a symmetric top, are given in
Table V. N v. (T) denotes the exact quantum number ofrovibrational states of energy less than or equal to E for symmetry species
Ebeing the total rovibrational energy above the

r,

£.,

Ea
Ea
E,.
Eu
E.,
E.,
E,.

E.,
E,.
E,
E"

£,,
£,

E,,

130

En

631
211 302

Tocal

1.02
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.00

• Zcro-point meriY is 5860.5 em- 1•

zero-pointenergyand7'i,T)istheratioNv.(T)//r~rN. (T),

where N. (T) is the exact number ofVibrational states ofsymmetry The results are given for several values of J, where
J = 30 is close to the room temperature value. One sees that
for the rovibrational states the ratio of any nondegenerate
symmetry species to any double degenerate symmetry species is 1:4, just as it was for the vibrational stales.
We explore three approximations for the number ofrovibrational states from a knowledge of the number ofvibrational states:
(i) In this first approximation the rotational energy is
neglected in the approximate formula for the number of
states, i.e., we assume in this approximation that

r.

N v.(T;E) = (U + IlfrN.(E),

(10)

where N v. (T;E) denotes the number of rovibrational states
of symmetry with total energy less than or equal to E and
N. (E) is the number of vibrational states for this E, regardless
of symmetry. £is the total energy in excess of the zero-point
energy, as before. To test the approximation given by Eq. (I 0)
we calculate a quantity a(T) defined by
(II)
a(r) = N v. (T;E)/(U + l)frN.(E).

r

(iii In this second approximation the rotational energy
E..,. of the molecule (as a symmetric top) is 11veraged over the
K quantum number assuming 11 uniform distribution in K.
Instead ofEq. (10) we now use

N

VR

(T;E) = (U + llfrN.(E- (E..,. ) ).

(12)
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TABLE V. Number aDd ratio ofrotatioaal-vibntioaalllala N.,.(r) for
be:::azmc: at E- 3004.1 em- 1 for varioua J •a.•

r

......
...
•........

...'•••••
..
..

,

,'•·

J-1

J-20

N.,.(r) ?ir)

N.,.(r)

ffl

N.,.(r) ?irJ

3100
3024
3100
3200
3066
3101
3130
3 Ill
12316
12262
12321
12356

3654S
36430
36334
36431
36464
36306
36424
36 317
14S 331
14S 931
14S 654
14S911

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

44611
44 Sl2
44 S62
44641
44S44
44314
44,7
44331
17&402
171,...
17& 141
17& 278

1.00
0.97
1.00
1.03
0.99
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.01
0.98
1.01
1.00

TABLE VII. Ratio o( exact ID two approUmale results for formaldehyde • •
various u.oeu mercies.•

J-30

r

...

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.03
I .OS
1.03
1.04

••6,

..

1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00

+N.(r) - 73

1.02
1.00
1.01
1.02

1.01
0.99
1.00
1.01

+N.(r) - 976

1.01
• 1.00
1.00
1.01

1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00

+ N. (r) - 22 391

where
.J

"Zero-point a>erCY isl0034 em - •. Noce tbat nr)isdebeddilr<teDtly thaD
iD .-per liD iadudc tbc dqcDcnlt:y.

N;""

L

N . [E -E,..,.(J,K)]/(2J + 1).

(18)

· - - .J

To test this approximation we define a ratio ..:1 (r ):
The rotational energy E,..,. of a symmetric top having moments of inertia I. and I ... - I c is
E,..,.(K)-.BJ(J+ 1)+K 2(C-B),
(13)
where the rotational constant C > B for an oblate and C < B
for a prolate, symmetric top. Thus, (£,..,. ) depends on the
(K 2). For a given J , we have
.J

L

(K2) -

K 2/(2J +I)= iJ(J + 1).

(1-4)

..:1 (r) = N VJI.(rV(2J + llfrN; .

(19)

Equations (I 0), (12), and (17) are tested for benzene, by
calculating thea(r ),/3 (F), and.d (F) using Eqs. (II ), ( 16), and
(19), respectively. The results are given in Table VI for several rs. Equations (12) and (16) are tested for formaldehyde,••
a near symmetric top, in Table VII and for methane, 19 a
spherical top, in Table VIII. The closer the values of a, {3, or
..:1 to unity the better, of course, the approximation.

JC- -.J

Thereby,

V. DISCUSSION

(£,..,.) - .BJ(J +I)+ iJ(J + IKC - B).
(IS)
The expression for a spherical top is obtained by setting
C- Bin Eqs. (13) and (IS). To test Eq. (12) we define a ratio
/J(F):

Examination of Table I for linear molecules shows that
the approximate formula [Eqs. (3) and (S)] for linear molecules agrees well with the exact results at the given energies.
The deviations at very high Ill at the lowest energy are due to
poor statistics. Comparison of the R 's calculated at each I
with the R in the last line shows that our Whitten-Rabinovitch type expression by angular momentum [Eq. (3)] is virtually as accurate as the standard total Whitten-Rabinovitch expression (except at large enough Ill's). Similar
remarks apply to its use forthesumofg and 11 states in Table
II, but even for the counting ofg states or 11 states alone it is
seen to agree quite well. The remarks about Table I apply
also to Table III, though there is Jess randomization between
the .X • and .X- than between g and 11 states. Equations (7)
and (9) are seen to agree well with the exact count. A similar
remark applies to Table IV.

/J (r),..NVJI.(r;E)/(2J+ JVrN~(E- (£,..,.)).

(16)

(iii) In this third approximation we calculate anN. (r) at
E - E,..,. (J.K) and then average this over•K. Thus, now

K

VII. (r

;E)

= (2J +

llfrN ; ,

(17)

TABLE VI. Ratio of eucliD three apprmimate nsults for bcazeDe at varlousJ'I" UldE-3004.8cm - •.
J- 1

J-20

J-30

r

atrl /J(l'J .ll(r) a(r) /l(/' J .ll(r) a(r) /J(r) .ll(r)

....•••
•••
...........

1.00
0.97
1.00
1.03
0.99
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.02
0.99
1.01
0.99

•••
•••

..
'•·
'••
~

1,_

1.00
0.98
1.00
1.03
0.99
1.00
1.02
1.01
1.01
0.99
1.01
1.00

1.00
0.98
1.00
1.03
0.99
1.00
1.02
1.01
1.01
0.99
1.01
1.00

0.86
0.86
0.16
0.86
0.16
0.86
0.86
0.16
0.86
0.86
0.16
0.86

1.00

hOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.71
0.7 1
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71

1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

"The total Dumber of all vibrational lUtes is 24 866. When J- I ,
(E - ) - 0.3 em -•; wbm J - 20, (E- I - 63.S em - •; wbea J-30,
(£_ ) - 140.6cm - •.

TABLE VIII. Ratio ofcuct 1D two approximak results for methaDe.•

r

...
...
I

'•
'•

*-•940cm- •

*- 9880 em- •

ATJ,A(r)

/l(TJA (r)

E - 19760cm- •
/l (TJ.A (T)

0.88
1.03
0.98
1.03
0.99

0.93
1.03
0.99
1.02
0.99

0.99
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00

+N.(r) - 79

+N.ITJ- 1308 +N. Ir) - 66 877
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In Table V for rovibrational states, y{r) for benzene is
even closer to unity than it was in Ref. I at the same number
ofstates, perhaps due to the extra number of degrees of freedom. The three approximations for counting rovibrational
states of nonlinear molecules of any symmetry species are
embodied in Eqs. (10), (12), and (17). The results in Table VI
for benzene show that even Eq. (10) is a good approximation
except at high J. Equation ( 12) is seen to be even better than
Eq. (10) and it agrees so closely with the exact results as not
to make the use ofEq. ( 17) wonhwhile for the present results.
The tests in Table VII ofEqs. (12) and (17) for fonnaldehyde
shows them to be satisfactory for the energy and J tested.
Once again Eq. (17) contributes a negligible improvement
over Eq. (12). Since methane is a spherical top,£,.,. is independent of K and Eqs. (12) and (17) give identical results in
Table VIII.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQS. (2) AND (3)

We Jet v be the vibration frequency of each member of
the degenerate pair and let n• hv and nb hv be the amounts of
energy present in each member of the degenerate pair.
Thereby n• h and nb h are the values of the classical action.
Classically, n• and nb are continuous variables with a minimum value of zero. Quantum mechanically, n• and nb are
half-integers, 1/2,3/2,... . For any pair ofvalues (n" ,nb) the
component of angular momentum Il l along the molecwar
axis is In" - nb I·
We define a variable I' equal to n• - nb and note that it
can be positive or negative. We also define a principal vibrational "quantum number" n (the corresponding classical action being nh ) for the degenerate pair
(AI)

I' is the quantum number for a signed angular momentum
component along the internuclear axis. The classical number ofstates N! (E ) with a particular value of I of I ', and with
energy less than or equal to E, is
N!(£)

=

l

EI..

"~- o

dn 2

lEI~• - ••

•,-o

dn 1

XN, _ 2 (£- n 1hv- n 2hv)c5(n 1 - n 2 -I),
(A2)

where sis the total number of vibrations and N, _ 2 (x) is the
number of vibrational states of s- 2 oscillators with energy
equal or less than x:

.r- 2
N,_2(x)= (s- 2)!n,lrv,
(A3)
Here, the product over i is from i = 3 to s, oscillators 1 and 2
being the pair of degenerate bending vibrations. Using the
transformation in Eq. (AI), the area element dn 1 dn 2 in Eq.
(A2) becomes 4dn dl' and the delta function becomes
6 (I' -I). We consider first the case of I> 0. Here, because of
the delta function, only the domain of/'> 0 need be considere(l. Equation (A2) then becomes

N!(£)= ..!_
2

£1~•

i

dl '

0

f£1.. dnN,_
,.

2

(E-nhv)c5(1'-l).
(A4)

[The limits on n and /' follows from those in Eq. (A2) and
from the transformation given by Eq. (A I).] Integration over
n yields
N!(£)
-=

[iEI•• di'(E -l'lrv)'-

1

6(/' -/)/2(s- l)!hvfi,hv,].
(AS)

Integrating over I' yields Eq. (2) of the text. A similar argument applies to the case I <0. One then uses in Eq. (A4) the
limits( -1 '.£ /hv)forn and (- E /hv,O)fori' .Forl = 0, the
delta function occurs at an endpoint in Eq. (AS) and in a .
corresponding expression for I' <0. Integrals over the I ' < 0
and I'> 0 domains each yield 1/2 and so Eq. (2) of the text is
once again obtained.
In modifying Eq. (2) so as to yield Eq. (3) we have done
so in a way which permits the standard Whitten-Rabinovitch expression' to be recovered from Eq. (3) with only a
minor approximation. If we integrate the right-hand side of
Eq. (3) over all I, we first recxpress (E + a£,,. - lhv)'- 1 dl
for all I positive as - d [(£+a£._. - lhv)']lshv[l +E._. (da/
dE)]. (We have used the fact thatda/d( -lhv)equalsda! dE].
An analogous change is made in the domain of I negative.
We then note that the dominant contribution of the original
integrand occurs at I= 0 and then replace the dald£ by its
value at I= 0, Le., at the "reduced energy" of £1£._.. This
derivative is negligible at the E 's we have investigated (a is
close to unity there) and so the standard' Whitten-Rabinovitch expression is obtained after integration over /.
APPENDIX 8: DERIVATION OF EQ. (6)

Let n 1hv1 and n 21rv2 denote the classical energies in the
two pairs of degenerate modes, and let n~ hv 1 and nt hv 1 denote the classical energies of each member of the first pair
and similarly for the second pair. We define

I; -= n~ - nt, I i

= n; -

n~,

n 1 -n~+nt,

(Bl)
n 2 ""n;+n;.
As independent variables in the integration domain we use
n 1, n 2 ,1 j, and/' (instead of I j and I i ), where I' equals I; I i .
The volume element dn~ dnt dn; dn~ becomes dl j
dn 1 dl' dn 2 /4.
The equation analogous to Eq. (A2) is found to be

N!(E)= !JJJJdl' dljdn 1 dn 2

XN,_ 4 (E- n 1hv1 - n 1hv2 )6(1' -I)

(B2)

where N, _ 4 (x) is the number of states of the s - 4 oscillators
with energy equal to or less than x :
N,_.(x)=r-•/(s-4)!n 11rv1 •

(B3)

Here, i goes from S to s throughout, the oscillators i = 1-4
being the two pairs ofdegenerate bending vibrations. The I in
the delta function is.a panicular value of/ '. The limits on the
variables are as follows: n 1 goes from II; I to(£- n 2 hv2 )/ hv,
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and "2 &om I/ i I (i.~.• I/'- I i 1l to (E- II; llrv,)/lrv2• For
example, the lower limit just cited for the " 1 integral 1/ i I is
1ee11 by noting that " 1 = I ; + 2n~ ,., 2n~ - I ; and observing that when I; > 0 the smallest value of" 1 is obtianed by
making rrt -= 0 and hence" 1 I;, and that when I; is negative, the smallest value of "• is obtained by making"~ '""0 .
and hence making " 1 = - I ; . That is, for both cases, we
have rr 1>11; 1- The limits on I; and/' in Eq. (B2) are given

where/, m , and" are zeros or integers, the overall symmetry
of the coupled state is
(.4

+ E + 3T)(/A +mE+ rrT)
=(/+2m+ 3rr).4 +(I+ 2n + 3rr)E
+ (31 + 6m + 9rr)T

=

later:

N!(E)

JJ

(E-II'IIrv, -11 ' -I; llrv2r- 26(1 ' -l)dl;dl'
4(s- 2)!hv,lrv2 n,lrv,

(B4)
The limits on / 1 and I' are found by noting that the quantity in
parentheses in Eq. (B4) must be nonnegative. Because of the
absolute value signs, it is convenient to divide the integration
region into several subdomains, in each of which the integral
over I; can be easily evaluated. For example, we let v2 >. v 1
and let the most negative and most positive values of I ; for
which the quantity in parentheses in Eq. (B4) is nonnegative
be denoted by I':"" and I'{'""'. Then, for the domain with/ ' > 0,
the 1; domains are found to be as follows:
When I ' < E /lrv2 , there are three subdomains of I ; ,
namely(/':"" toO) (Otol ')and (/ ' to/'{'""'). Here,/\""'isgiven by
E-l'lrv 1 -(l ' -l':"")lrv2 =<0; and /'{'""' is given by
E - I'lrv 1 - (/1 - /')lrv2 = 0. (We have used the fact that
I ; can exceed I' since I i can be negative.)
When/'> E /lrv2 (itsmaximumvalueisE /lrv1)onefinds
that the above I':"" is positive rather than negative and so
DOW there are only two subdomains of I; namely (/or;· to I')
and (I ' to I I ). Furthermore, when I is positive, we need only
use the positive I' integration domain, because of the delta
function. One thus finds, for I> 0, an expression identical
with Eq. (6), but with Ill replaced by /.Similar remarks apply
for the case when I is negative, with an obvious change in
limits, and once again obtains Eq. (6), but with Ill replaced by
- I. Equation (6) still applies when I= 0.
APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF EQ. (1b) FOR
ROVIBRATIONAL STATES

In what follows, we use the notation and method of
paper I. For group I molecules (defined there) we showed
that a vibrational state with several quanta in at least one
degenerate mode has a ratio of I : I :3 for A labels toE labels to
T labels ("labels" defined there). This symmetry species of
the vibrational state was represented as equivalent to
A + E + 3T. If we couple this symmetry species for the vibrational state to a rotational state having a general symmetry species lA + mE + "T in the molecular point group,

-A+E+3T.

(CI)

(The equivalent sign is defined in Ref. I). Thus, the ratio ofA
labels toE labels toT labels of the coupled rovibrational state
is I: 1:3, as it was for the vibrational state alone. If we assume
a randomization of the labels among all of the symmetry
species as in Ref. I, the analysis is identical to that given for
vibrational states alone there and yields the value offr given
by Eq. (I b). It is of interest to note, though the results are
independent of this, that if one averages over the rotational
symmetry species given by Weber" by averaging over all
K 's, one obtains the same results as the averaged ovenone
rules given in Table I of Ref. 1 for vibrational state alone.
Similar arguments are applicable to groups 2 and 3 in
Ref. 1, and so Eq. (I b) applies to rovibrational states of these
molecular point groups as well.
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Chapter 3: Local Group Modes and the Dynamics of Intramolecular
Energy Transfer Across a Heavy Atom

[The text of this chapter appeared in: V. Lopez, V. Fairen, S.M. Lederman and R .
A . Marcus, J . Chern. Phys., 84, 5494 (1986).]
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The dynamics of energy transfer is discussed for a model system in which two ligands are
separated by a heavy atom. Numeric:al and analytic:al results are given for the case that each ligand
is a CC. In the quasiperiodic regime, the dynamics are interpreted using perturbation theory.
Loc:al group modes involved in an intramolecular energy localization which can occur in this
regime are identified. An approximate separation of the primarily ligand-ligand motions from the
primarily ligand-metal-ligand ones occurs in the clearly quasiperiodic regime and also at an
energy where the power spectra ofthe bond coordinates are " grassy." The overall analysis is used
to make predictions for systems with larger ligands, when the primarily metal atom-ligand modes
are, as above, approximately separable from the primarily intraligand ones.
L INTRODUCTION
1

In a previous paper we considered the energy transfer
between two ligands attached to a heavy atom M . Classic:al
trajectories were c:alculated for model system C-C-C-MC-C-C. While energy transfer occurred at low energies,
there was only a restricted energy transfer when the energy
ofone ligand was high enough that the vibration frequencies
in the two ligands were no longer "resonant." More recently,
calculations2 were also reported for a system with more coordinates, including bending motions. For excitation enerJies of 50 lr.c:al mol- 1, the energy transfer was restricted for
the potential energy surface used.
In the present paper we treat the motion analytic:ally for
the five-atom system C-C-M-C-C. The extent of energy
transfer in the quasiperiodic regime is analyzed in terms of
the " local group modes"-the anharmonic modes for each
ligand-using perturbation theory to c:alculate the properties of these modes. The perturbation theory is also tested by
comparison of semiclassic:al and quantum eigenvalues of a
ligand. At high energies a regime that may be partially chaotic occurs for the five-atom system and is discussed.
Based on the analytic:al and numeric:al findings in the
present paper it is shown how c:ertai.n features of the results
can be extended to larger systems, provided an approximate
aeparation condition is fulfilled.
II. EXCITATION ENERGY AND ENERGY TRANSFER

In this section the results of numeric:al trajectory calculations are described for the C-C-M-C-C system, where the
bonds are, as before, Morse oscillators c:oupled by the
ltretching momenta cross tenns and where the masses have
been c:hoscn to roughly reproduce the C/Sn mass ratio. 1
•• Califonlia lnllltute oi'TechDoJocy Coatribu11011 No. 7255.

These c:alculations are aimed at exploring the range of behavior found in the previous model. Because of the smaller
number of coordinates now, a perturbation analysis is
simpler. Nevertheless, the qualitative numerical behavior is
similar to that found 1 for the seven-atom chain. In the analylis we focus attention on local group modes of each metalligand subsystem, the present system being the simplest example where these group modes can be studied.
The model Hamiltonian used is
1 •
•
H-luP1PJ +
D , (1-e-•t•,-r:>p, ( 1)

2

L

L

4J-I

1- I

where the g u' 1 are the usual Wilson G-matrix elements3 that
c:ouple adjacent bonds. The Morse potential parameters are
the same as those in Ref. 1, namely, D 1 - 84.1lr.cal mol- 1,
G - l.S4 A->, and~- l.S4 A (cf. Ref. 1 for precise values
in LU. ) . The r,'a in Eq. ( 1) are the bond distances and the
p ,'s denote their canonic:ally c:onjugate momenta. In order to
describe the energy transfer across the heavy atom, approximate energies EL and E 11 for both halves of the model chain
(the left containing i-= 1,2 and the right containing i = 3,4 )
are defined in such a way that the Hamiltonian ( 1 ) can be
rewritten as

H=HL +HII
where

+

JI'LII ,

(2)
( 3a)

EL -HL ~H, +H2+112P1P2•
E 11 - H 11 =H3 +H4 +g,.p3 p4 ,

(3b )

J'L11

(3c )

,..

luP2PJ•

and H , (i - 1-4) denotes the Hamiltonian of the ith M orse
bond given by

H, = !lu P~ +D ( 1- e-•<•,-r:>p .
Equation ( 4) can be reduced to its normal form

(4)
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H , ""J,CII?(l- ;r,J,)

(S)

using the usual action-angle variables• related to the bond
coordinates and momenta according to
1 ( 1 - [ 2z, J , - 2;r,

~

1

" p' ] an) ·
r, - ' w'

cos-•( [1-z2z,,-+ +r, +
1

_

(g., p:/'2z1D)
(g11 r./ 2D>) an

(6)

r,

~

l

<[

~

)

(

•

7)

li

a!

I .I

Here,

Cil?""' [Wa'g" ) an,

FJG. 1. Power opectn ol' bond
diat&Does ,, and '• for £ 1

z, -exp[-G(r1 -f1)] .

(8)

The trajectories were calculated with an initial excitation energy £ 1 ofbond 1. All other bonds were taken to have,
at time zero, the zero-point energy value with the action
variableJ, =!(in units ofli 1), '• - f1 andp1 >0. A predictor-<:Orrector method' with double precision arithmetic
was first used to perform the numerical integration of Hamilton's equations of motion. All forward trajectories were
back integrated to check their reliability and the initial conditions were found to be preserved for all but one trajectory,
discussed later, that at £ 1 ""O.S D . To back integrate the
latter it was necessary to go to the unusual step of using
quadruple precision.' All trajectory data given in the present
paper are n~w quadruple precision, with initial conditions
being preserved, on back integration, to within O.ot %.
In Fig. 1 the time evolution ofE L and E"" is depicted for
an initial excitation of bond 1 to £ 1 ""0.3 D . When averaged
over an ensemble of trajectories with the same initial excita·
tion energy £ 1 and dilf"erent phases for bond 1, the oscillating
components in EL and £"" disappear, while the nonequilibrated final distribution of energy is preserved. There is an
excess of energy in the originally excited left-band side of the
molecule. While the excitation is redistributed between the
bonds 1 and 2 in Jess than a picosecond, no complete energy
transfer is observed across the heavy atom for a time of integration as long as 0.2S ns for the cited initial energy £ 1 •
(Approximately 2S harmonic oscillations of each C-C bond
occur per picosecond. ) Results for only a portion of the total
trajectory time are pven in Fig. 1, the remaining portion
beina similar to that depicted there.
In Fig. 2 power spectra of the dynamical variable ' 1 and
its symmetric counterpart '• are given for the above trajec-

=

-

0.3

D and~ ~ - 0.5. Tho unit oflho
aqular froqueocy "' is lho "'~
,;-by Eq. ( I).

r4

;r, - Cii?I4D,

~

i

~

li

a!

I

3

I

7

II

w
tory. The spectra show that the motion is regular ( quasiperiodic). The coordinates have the same frequencies, as they
should in a coupled system, with a dilf"erent intensity pattern
as expected. The four fundamental frequencies should appear in pairs. due to the symmetry of the model chain. The
fundamentals occur near "' - 3 and 7 (units in caption).
The trajectory used for Fig. 1 is characteristic of a group
of trajectories we will refer to as "localizing." They are prevalent for initial conditions corresponding to the energy range
E, "" 0. 1S to0.40 D (depending on initial phases, however ).
"Nonlocaliz.ing" trajectories prevail for energies £ 1 < 0.1 D .
In the latter, energy equilibration between the two halves of
the model chain is complete on the time scale of a C-C vibration. Power spectra for variables '• and '• for such trajectories are rather similar to the '• power spectrum displayed in
Fig. 2.
When the excitation energy exceeds 0.4 D , the behavior
is dilf"erent, although it is difficult to be precise about the
energy range in which this new behavior appean. In F ig. 3
the time evolution of E L is shown after an initial excitation of
bond 1 to an energy ofO.S D . The trajectory is nonlocalizing
and its power spectra (Fig. 4) have a number of grassy
peaks; the model chain achieves a complete energy equilibra-
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tion across the heavy atom after some induction period has
elapsed. In the corresponding power spectra for r 1 and r4 in
Fig. 4, a grasslike collection of lines appean that panially
replaces the high frequen~y mode peak found in the previous
quasiperiodic trajectories. On the other hand, the two lowfrequency mode peaks, red shifted from their values in Fig. 2,
still appear to be sharply defined. A combination band at an
intermediate frequency has also become grassy.
Finally, at a still higher excitation energy of E 1 - 0.7 D,
the seeming chaos has disappeared. A typical result is shown
in Fig. ~ for the time evolution ofE L and E 11 and in Fig. 6 for
the power spectra ofr1 and r • . This result is an example of a
localizing trajectory occurring for excitation energies E 1
near D . The intensity pattern in Fig. 6 dilfen from that in
Fig. 1.
The above results summarize the dilferent types of motion and energy transfer that we have encountered in this
model system.
·

Ill. LOCAL GROUP MODE ANALYSIS
In this section the localization of energy described in
Sec. II is analyzed in terms of resonances between the local
group modes in each ligand, when the initial excitation of the
left ligand i~ in the moderate energy range, namely for quasiperiodic trajectories in the range £ 1 <0.4 D . Local group
modes involve a collective motion of the atoms of each ligand. The motion may be compared with that in a symmetric triatomic molecule ABA, with m•>m... Here, the localization is due to nonlinear resonances between the two local
bond modes6.7 AB and BA. A similar phenomenon is expected to occur in the present symmetric model chain, with a
resonance now occurring between corresponding local
group modes of each ligand. Only one of the two local group
modes in each ligand, it will be shown, actively participates
in the localization of energy in the present case.

•
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Tme
FIG. 5. EDerJ)' localization lhowD iD the time evolution of EL and £ • .
£ , -0.1 Daod.,- 0.5 (theaamc UDitsum Fi,. 1).

The analysis of results in Sec. II is penormed by first
identifying the local group modes of each ligand-metal subsystem. In the moderate to low energy range in which they
occur (E1 <0.4D), we will presume they are somewhat perturbed from the harmonic local group modes, i.e., from the
standard normal modes of the ligand-metal subsystem. The
corrections to normal modes are found in Appendix A using
a Birkhoff-Gustavson penurbation scheme. In that analysis
the Hamiltonians H L and H 11 in Eq. ( 3) are each cast into
normal form [ Eqs. (A 11 ) and (A 13) ] . They arc thereby
expressed in terms of a polynomial in the local group mode
actions, a polynomial generated here using terms up to and
including founh order analytically and sixth order numerically. TheresultingHL andH11 do not depend upon the new
angle variables. The corresponding new action variables are
thereby, within this order of approximation, constants of
motion for ~M and M-R, respectively. Physically, die two
anharmonic local group modes in a ligand represent a primarily C-C stretching motion (termed the "X mode") and a
primarily C-C group vs M motion (termed the " Y mode").1
The Y mode has a lower frequency of oscillation, due to a

,,

"FIG. 4. Powu l!pOCtn alboDd
cliolaDca '• aDd '• for £ 1 - 0.'
D aDd •• - 0., for the trajectary llled for F"11- 3 (the .UuuiDF"l&-2).
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mgner e:ttectJve mass. Tilis perturbation scheme also yields
the generating function needed to transform the original to
the new action-angle variables.
Once an approximation to H L and H 11. has been constructed in terms of the actions of the local group modes,
these expressions are introduced into Eq. (2) , while the
complicated expression for Vut in terms of action-angle coordinates is expressed in terms of a Fourier series in the angle
coordinates VJ. and V'~ for the X and Y modes for the left
ligandandVJ.· andVJ,. for the equivalent X ' and-Y ' modes for
the right ligand. The resulting equation is

H=

f

L Cu<J~J~ +J:.J~. )

•-II•J-•

Time
FIG. 7. Timcevolutiooof EL IUICI£0 forDOD.Iocali%ina trajectory. E,- 0 .1

D , #,-0.5.

xexp[i(kVJ.

+

IVJ~

+ mVJ.· + nVJ11 l].

(9)

In the standard Chirikov analysis9 ' 10 of nonlinear resonances, only the leading terms of the expansion are usually
taken into account. In the present problem we make the
same approximation and see how well the results serve to
interpret the trajectory results. From Eq. (All) and leading
terms of the Fourier expansion of Vu , the resulting resonance Hamiltonian is 11

H=())o.(J. +J•. ) +(Oio,.(J~

+J~. )

-A.<J! +J!.l

-A~<J!
-

+J!.l -Aq<J.J, +J,,J,.l
E• (J.J•. ) 112 COS(VJ. - V'a· )
112
E, (J,J,)
COS(VJ~ - VJ; ).

( 10)
where theA 'sare given in Eq. (A12) in Appendix A and the
E's in Ref. 11. One omits thereby terms such as
cos 2(VJ. - VJ.· )
and
crossterms
such
as
COS(VJ. - VJ.· )COS(VJ~ - V'~· ). However, the omission does
not decouple the (X.X ' ) modes from the ( Y, Y ' ) ones, since
there remain in Eq. ( 10) the A•• erossterms.
New variables are next introduced via a canonical transformation

I.

a:

J.

+ J,.,, e. = <VJ. + VJ.- >12.

1. =J. -J,.,, 8. = (VJ.
I, ""'J, +J,,

1, =J, -J,.

- VJ.· )/2,

e, = <VJ, + VJ,. l/2.
8, = (VJ, - V'y )/2.

2(H, -E) =A.1! +A,1! +A.~1.1,
+E.(I! -1!) 112cos28.
+E,U! -1!>' 12cos28,.

(13)

The resulting Hamiltonian is equivalent to that of two coupled hindered rotors, each having a potential which is dependent on the action variables. Their momenta 1. and 1, represent difi'erences between left and right local group mode
actions, as in Eq. ( 11 ).
Numerical calculations for the energy and the actions
are given in Figs. 7-14. They are made using the trajectory
data for the conditions in Figs. 7 and 10 and using the sixth
order actions (Appendix A) and the transformation equation (11 ) . The time evolution of ELand of E .. is depicted in
Fig. 7 for a nonloealizing group mode trajectory, and I . and
I, for this trajectory are plotted vs time in Fig. 8. It is.clear
that both I. and I, are, as previously suggested, approlllm8te
constants of motion. On the other hand, it can be seen in
Figs. 9 and 10 that both 1. and 1, each undergo a change of
sign, i.e., they undergo an oscillatory motion. For the localizing trajectory whose energy in each ligand is plotted in

(II)

The new action variables 1. and 1, are particularly suited for
monitoring the extent of energy transfer across the heavy
atom. They describe what we sball call the XandY motion of
the molecular system. Equation ( 10) becomes

2H = ~o.I. + ~o,.I,- A. U! + 1!)
-A,U! +1!> -Aq(l.I, +1.1,)
-E. U! -1!) 112cos 28.
- E, (/; -1;) 112cos 28,.

(12)

As seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (12), I. and I, are
constants of motion in this approximation. Including all the
constants in a single term H ., Eq. ( 12) may be rewritten as

O·L-------~160~------~320~--Tme
FIG. I . Approximate invarianu oftbe motion far the/. and I, (&ixtb or·
der ) modes of the molecule, CC>rTapoodin&to the trajectory llSCd for F ia . 7.
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Fig. 11, I a and I, are again approximate constants of motion
(Fig. 12),/7 still oscillates (Fig. 13), but the motion orla
has become "roational", i.e., it no longer changes sign during the motion (Fig. 14). As a consequence there is no longer
a complete esuilibration of energy between the two ligands.
That is, the X motion (primarily an antisymmetric ligandligand motion) is responsible for the energy localization.
The above results and the behavior of the apparently
only_partially grassy spectrum in Fig. 4 indicate that the X
and Ymotions behave rather independently. They also indicate that although the Y motion is only oscillatory in the
examples given, the X motion has two accessible possibilities, oscillation and roUltion. A detailed understanding of
this behavior is based on the following analysis.
When the freq~ency of the 7, motion is significantly
faster than that for /a as it is in Figs. 9 and 10 and Figs. 13
!J!d 14, the..ia, term tends to average to zero during the slow
I a motion. Indeed, a subsequent numerical solution of the
equations of motion based on the Hamiltonian ( 13) showed,
for the conditions in Figs. 9 and 10, relatively little effect of
the coupling term Aa,l.!I,. It produces the slow modulation
ofthe amplitude ofthe/7 motion noticeable in Fig. lOand, to
a lesser extent, in Fig. 14. For the solution based on Eq. (13),
this modulation disappeared when..iv was~~ equal to zero.
In what follows, we shall assume the /a and / 7 motions to be

largely dccoupled by neglecting this ..i,, term. However,
when the frequencies of those motions become comparable
that term should be considered.
With the neglect of..ia,, we may define an "energy" E.,,
where a refen to X or Y:

2E,. =..i.J! +£,.(!! -7!>' 12cos2e,.

(a=X,Y).

( 14)
The domain of interest in the phase space for q>. and q>. is
(0,211') and, as one sees from Eq. (11), the corresponding
domain for
and fore, is ( - 11',11') . The potential in Eq.
( 14) is periodic in
with period 11'. Its maximum occurs at
= 0 and ± fT and its minimum at = ± ~11'. When the
full ( - 11',fl') domain of
is covered in the motion, the
motion is "roational"; when this domain is not fully explored
oscillates about the point
= fl'/ 2 (or -11'/ 2) .
A separatrix in the (/,.,e.,) phase plane separates the
rotational from the oscillatory 7,. motion. The energy E! for
the separatrix found by noting that 7,. vanishes on the separatrix when cos 2e,. reaches its maximum + 1. Thereby,
from Eq. (14), we have

e.

e.,

e...

e.,

e..

e..

E!

e..

""~E,.l,..

(15)

We next consider the conditions for 1,. to oscillate (i.e., that
1,

0

r....,
FlO. 10. OscillaunJ ~cime near the reson&DCC for 7, for the trajectory of
Fia. 7.

r .....
FlO. 12. ApproW...te invariants of the motion for r. and 1, modeo of the
moler:ule (lixth order), c:ornspondina to the trajectory of Fig. II.
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FIG. 13. JlotatiDa ftlime for 7. for the trajectory ol F11. II.

E,. < E! ) or rotate (E,. > E! ) , and to understand why the
ease in attaining the "rotational" condition di1rers markedly
for 1.. and 1, (cf. Figs. 13 and 14).:.
We denote the maximum in I,. during the motion by
1_. Since it~ at cos 28,.- - 1, Eq. (14) shows that

>•'2.

2E,. - ..t.1!.... - '"• U! -1!....
(16)
In the particular case that the initial value of J• . (a - X or
l') is either unall or if, due to energy transfer with J,..J.becomes very amall at some time during the motion, the
maximum value of1,. is seen from Eq. ( 11) to be close to/• .
In thil case, Eq. ( 16) simplifies to

For the values of the parameters considered in Sec. II, one
finds ..t. = 6.24, E. = 11.44, ..t, = 0.99, and E, = 65.98, all
in unitsofcm - •. Thereby,/_; a 1.83 andl.; a-66.6. Examining the/. 'sand I, 'sin Fig~. 8 and 12, it becomes clear why in
both cases the motion of I, (Figs. 10 and 14) is oscillatory,
why it should remain 110 even at much higher values of I ,.
and why the 1.. motion is oscillatory in Fig..9 (the I . in the
corresponding Fig. 8 is about U), hut rotational in Fig. 13
(1. in the corresponding Fig. 12 is about 2.1 ).
Whether or not 1..... in Eq. (16) can attain a value nearly equal to I,. during the motion and hence permit usc of the
very simple Eq. ( 17), rather than requiring the usc of Eq.
( 16), depends on the initial conditions. If J,.. is made relatively small initially, as in the present examples, Eq. ( 17)
becomes an increasingly good approximation to Eq. ( 16).
From Eq. ( 14), the frequency of the motion for 1.. can
also be calculated, for any E,. and/,. . Equation ( 14) can be
rearranged to give an equation containing second and zeroth
powers of]!, expressed as a function of powers of cos2 28.,
and E,. . This quadratic equation for the variable 1! can be
solved and the phase integral i., then calculated:

f

i,. -= 1,. (9• .E. >di'i...

(19)

Here, the domain ore. is ( - 1r,1r) for a rotational motion of

1,. and from t urning point to turning point in the case that I,.
is oscillatory. The frequency 6i., of the 1,. motion is then
calculated from the standard formula

E. -~.I!.

(17)
From Eqs. (IS) and ( 17), one can easily determine the
conditions for the 1,. motion to become localized on the hot
ligand ( i.e., for the motion of 1. to become rotational),
namely for E. >E!. Since£,. grows quadratically with/,.,
as in Eq. (17), while£! grows only linearly with/. , as in
Eq. (15), the conditionE,. >E! is realized when/,. becomes large enough. When ..t,. is unall, as it is for the 1,
motion, the condition E. >E! becomes difficult to attain
and 110 the 1, motion remains oscillatory, as in Figs. 10 and
14. From Eqs. (15) and (17), one aees that this condition
E,. >E! is attained when I. exceeds a critical value of/~
Jiven by
(18)
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(20)
We omit any further details of6i,., but merely note that a
numerical solution of the equations of motion based on the
Hamiltonian ( 13) gave good results for the frequency for the
1, motion when there is a frequency gap of]. and 1, motions,
with or without the ..t..,. term, at least if the system is not near
the separatrix. The 7. motion for the conditions in Fig. 13 is
a very close to the separatrix and so whether or not it is
localized (i.e., rotational) can also be sensitive to the initial
conditions. A choice of the initial value or1.. very close to I . ·
produced a rotational motion for the energy for Fig. 10.
We conclude this section by relating the preceding analysis to the matching or near matching of frequencies of the
IUbsystems. The Hamiltonian ( 14) serves as a "resonance"
HamiltA:Inian for transfer of action between the J,. and J,..
modes. It is more complicated than the standard Chirikov
Hamiltonian,9 •10 becausc the amplitude of this cosine term in
Eq. ( 14) can vary markedly from nearly zero to some appreciable value, rather than being a nearly constant. The frequency AI., of the J,. motion within a ligand is seen from Eq.
( 10), with the coupling terms ..t.,., E. , and E, set equal to
zero, to be

320
T,...

FIG. 14. Oocill&liDa ..,;me,....,......,., for 1, for lhe trajectory ol Fia. t 1.

-= iJH liJJ• .. Ala..

-

U.,J. .

(21)

A resonance condition, and hence an extensive transfer of
energy between the J., and J,.. modes (a= X or l'), occurs
when AI,. a AI,.·, i.e., when J. aJ.,., for similar ligands. If the
conditions are such that J,. and J,.. are sufficiently different,
which may require a high value of J,. + J,.. and an initially
small J.,., AI,. and AI.,· can be sufficiently di1rerent that a localization of the energy in theJ,. mode can be achieved. We
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have seen that this condition is difficult to achieve for the Y
and Y' modes (i.e., for the 7, motion )-there is too easy an
energy transfer between the ~M and M-R modes-but it is
achievable for the X and X ' modes. Thereby, the restriction
to the energy transfer is concentrated primarily in the intralipnd modes J. and J..-.
IV. DISCUSSION

From the results of Sees. II and Ill, the following profile
of the response of the system to increasing the excitation
energy can be given: The local group modes involve -collective motions of the ligands of the heavy central mass. A lowfrequency mode in each ligand (the Y mode) bas as its motion primarily that of the center of mass of a ligand vs the
heavy atom; a high-frequency mode (the X mode) can be
viewed as a relative motion of atoms within this ligand. Two
key couplings occur in the local mode interaction: that
between the modes of a particular ligand-metal atom subsystem, and that leading to the resonances between modes of
the two subsystems. The rate and extent of energy transfer
results from the interplay of both mechanisms. The former
governs energy exchange within one ligand, while the latter
regulates its flow between ligands.
At least for a moderate degree of excitation, the 7. and
1, motions appear to be approximately separable. Simultaneously, the ligand-ligand interaction may be explained as a
1:1 resonance between equivalent modes (J. with J •. andJ,
with J; ). For very low excitations, namely for £ 1 less than
0.1 D, the/. and/, motions are both oscillatory. The motion
of the system is indeed expected to be largely that of some·
what perturbed normal modes of the whole chain. As the
initial excitation energy is increased slightly, both the 7. and
the 7, motion continue to be oscillatory, with the 7, motion
having the higher frequency of oscillation for the ligand to
ligand energy transfer. There is no barrier to the energy flow
in this region. Ultimately, the relatively small energy needed
to exceed that of the separatrix of the resonance in the 7.
motion is responsible for the energy localization. Because of
this small critical energy, the 7. motion changes, for higher
excitation, rapidly from oscillation about the resonance center to rotation, while the ly motion is still quasiharmonically
oscillating. That is, the former, a primarily asymmetric ligand-ligand motion, serves to localize the energy while the
other, a primarily asymmetric ligand-M-ligand motion, still
transfers it.
The 1:1 resonance approximation used in Sec. II ceases
to be valid when, at higher excitations, other X mode resonances become accessible to the system. These resonances
arise from the neglected terms in the double Fourier expanaion of the coupling term Vut in Eq. (9). As is well known,
the presence of several accessible resonances leads to an irregular ("chaotic") motion whenever the resonances begin
to "overlap" (Chirikov theory), and power spectra then become grassy. With this aspect in mind we next consider the
behavior in Figs. 3 and 4. A detailed analysis of this trajectory .is beyond the scope of the present paper, which focuses
instead on an analysis of the clearly quasiperiodic regime of
£,<:0.4 D . However, a few remarks are in order. The most
ltrilting feature in Fig. 4 (£1 - O.S D) is that the low fre-

quency peaks remain sharp while the high frequency ones
and the combination band have become grassy. It follows
that the approximate separation of the (X.X') motions from
the ( Y,Y') ones found at £ 1 <;0.4 D continues at£,= O.S D.
The sharp low frequency lines show that the motion of/ 7 and
1, continues to be quasiperiodic. The grassy appearance of
the other bands cannot be due to 1. moving outside a resonance: A comparison of Fig. 9 with Fig. 13 shows that it
already did so at an £ 1 = O.IS D and indeed such a move is
expected to simplify the spectra. It could, of coune, be due to
1. moving into a new isolated resonance. Then to explain the
grassy behavior in Fig. 4 one would presumably need to postulate that r 1 and r 4 are complicated functions ofI,J, and of
the (X.X') variables at E 1 = O.S D. (An isolated resonance
yields a simple spectrum, a set of equally spaced lines in a
single coordinate case, and hence the need to invoke complicated functions for r, and for '•· yielding many Fourier components. ) Alternatively, the grassy appearance could be due
to the onset of chaotic behavior 12 in the (X,X') motion. Indeed, the inability to back integrate this trajectory in double
precision provides some evidence for this possibility. We
lhal.l not attempt to resolve this interesting question in the
present paper.
Noting the above behavior of reducing to two separate
two-<:oordinate problems for this five-atom system, one involving the X and X' motion and the other the Y and Y'
motion, we briefly consider the induction period observed in
Fig. 3. This induction period has been presumed in systems
oftwo (chaotic) degrees of freedom to be related to the mean
timeu needed to exit an area of phase space confined by the
remnants of an invariant torus.•+-•6 Such a confinement
need not occur in systems having a higher number ofcoupled
anharmonic degrees of freedom.
At very high values of £ 1 ( = 0.7 D) a second clearly
quasiperiodic regime for the entire system enters. We have
not studied and attempted to characterize it as yet.
The 1, motion was seen earlier to occur deep in a potential well, in virtue of the small value ofA11 and the large value
for£;, for the given/,. The/. motion was~n to be closer to
the separatrix. Perhaps for this reason the I, motion appears
to remain quasiperiodic in Figs. 3 and 4, while the 7. motion
showed a greater tendency to have a more complicated powerspectrum (Fig.• ).
Using the above results, we next consider the behavior
which might be predicted for system with many coordinates,
i.e., for systems which approximate real molecules more closely. The Y and Y' modes were primarily the low frequency L
vs M and M vs R motions, and are expected to remain so
when Land Reach become larger than a mere CC bond. For
the conditions studied for Figs. 10 and 14, there was an easy
energy exchange between these L vs M and M vs R modes.
However, in large molecules this energy becomes typically
only a small fraction of the total. The X and X ' modes were
primarily CC vibrations and now become primarily vibrations within L and R, respectively. At moderate energies
they ceased to exchange energy significantly, but at energies
where the power spectra became grassy they did so, though
only after an induction period. A similar behavior can occur
for the larger molecular system under certain conditions.
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One condition for this energy localization in the excited
ligand in larger systems is that there continue to be an approximate separation of the (X.X ') from the { Y, Y ') variables. In the present case, the frequency of the L vsM {and M
vs R) motion was substantially less than that of the modes
within L and R. Larger ligands will have some low frequency
modes. If they are not coupled to the { Y, Y ' ) variables, the
approximate separation of variables can again occur. It is
interesting to note therefore that in Ref. 2, which gave numerical results for larger systems, there was little energy
transfer at moderate energies.
In the present analysis, attention bas been focused for
simplicity on the kinetic coupling in the C-M-C stretching
motions. Potential energy coupling and a bending C-M-C
coupling can also occur. This bond angle motion does not,
however, appear to be involved in any major low order resonance (e.g., 1:1 or 1:2) with the C-M-C stretches, for the
real molecules that we have examined. The results of Ref. 2,
which included both of these additional couplings are thereby of added interest.
Perhaps the most striking finding in the present analysis
is the approximate separation of variables in the primarily
intraligand-intraligand motion from those in the primarily
ligand-metal-ligand motion, a separation which appears in
the clearly quasiperiodic regime for E 1 <:0.4 D and in the new
regime (E 1 -0.5 D) whose power spectrum is grassy for
certain lines and sharp for others.
The present calculations are classical. Some quantum
mechanical calculations have been made in our group on the
present system. 17 We found that energy transfer occurs even
when little occurred classically and hence that it occurred in
that case by a tunneling mechanism and, thereby, at areduced rate. Evidence is also obtained again for the approximate separation of variables. A detailed description of the
results will be presented elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A: PERTURBATION HAMILTONIAN FOR
METAL-LIGAND SUBSYSTEM

A perturbation technique is used in this appendix to find
the approximate constants of the motion for H L, and for H"',
and to examine the transition from nonlocalizing to localizing group mode trajectories at excitation energies E 1 < 0.4 D .
For this range of energies, the vibrational modes in H L and
H"' cannot be too dilferent from normal modes. Therefore, a
penurbation scheme is used, the reference Hamiltonian being the one for which normal modes are valid. The Morse
potentials are first expanded in a Taylor series around the
equilibrium position

X [

{r1- r": )" +

(r 2

-

rl )") .
CAl)

The Hamiltonian HL is then divided into two parts

HL -=H0 + V,
where: H 0 contains the: quadratic terms

(A2)

Ho= ~~~p~ + ~22P~ +811PtP2
+ Da2 [ (r 1 - r": )1 + (r2 - r2 )2 ]

(A3)

and V the: anharmonic corrections

where:
v(o),_

(-l)"(2"-·-l) [<r.-r":>"+(rl-~>") .
Ill
(A4)

H 0 is an integrable Hamiltonian of a system that can be written as the: sum of two independent harmonic oscillators of
unit mass
(AS)

where x andy are normal mode: coordinates obtained from r 1
and r 2 by a linear transformation. In this notation x represents the high frequency normal mode: and SOldo. > (1)0,.
The anharmonic correction .V has the: following form in
these new coordinates:

V=

i i

••li+J-•

B0

ry',

(A6 )

where the B" are combinations•• of the: 8 11 ,8 11, and 811 appearing in Eq. (A3).
There: is, therefore, a classical nonintegrable Hamiltonian

H= i<P! +(l)~r> + i<P; +(I)~Y> +

i

I B11 x'1'

•-J 1-+J - "

(A7)

which for low energies can be approximated with a fc:w terms
and in which the nonintegrable pan is a homogeneous polynomial in the: coordinates.
An appropriate procedure for this case that permits the
transformation of this Hamiltonian into a normal form, consisting of a power series of one dimensional uncoupled harmonic oscillators, has been given by Birkhoff19 and modified
by Gustavson 10 to include systems with commensurable frequencies. This procedure bas been reviewed elsewhc:re.1 1
The: Birkhoff-Gustavson method was implemented
with the aid of an automatic algebraic manipulator {SMP ) 11
to obtain HL (H"') in the normal form

HL =

IH(•• =I I

·-"

" , ....
X (P~• >' + Y'" 1' ) '.
"

C!."'[P~··· +X (••' r
{A8)

This result can be achieved by successive canonical transfer-
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TABLE I. Codlicionta ollhe linb order aormal form ol H L CH• ) .•

c,.
c.,
c.,

c.. - 6.235 703 968

1014.244 245
420.166 950 6
-4.567716014

• Ullill ollhe

C.,

c..,

co,

-

0.004 006 13

c,, - 0.049 362 9

- 0.985 I 35279 6
0 .004 999 26

c,,

0.031 390 3

c, .•aft = -I.

mations of the so called F 2 type, F ~"' 1 being the mth generating function:
F~"' ) .. P ~"' 1X ' "' _ , , + P ; "')]' (M- Il

+

W(P~"' 1 .P;"' 1 .X 1 "' -

11

,1' ' "' - 11 ) ,

(A9)

where P~"' 1 and PJ,"' 1 are a new momenta and X ' "' - 11 and
Y'"' - 11 are the old coordinates. The transformations equa-

tions are

values E~ obtained from Eqs. (All) and (Al3) with the
quantum eigenvalues E Pobtained with a variational calculation using Morse wave functions as the basis set. In Table
II we present numerical values of E f1- E g and of the
E~ -E~obtained 24 withEqs. (All) and (Al3) fori<30,
together with the numberofquantan, and n, in the X and 1'
modes, respectively. For eigenvalues with less than ten quanta in any mode, the quantity E ~ - E ~ reproduces
Ep- Eg within 0. 1% . Therefore, it can be expected that .
the actions J ~·~ and J
for the sixth order calculation represent with some accuracy the constants of the H L motion
for the range of energy containing at least up to the 30 quantum states in Table II. Thus, for sufficiently low energy, the
motion of the C-C-Sn model system almost lies on the sur-

;•>

p <.. -• . ... p , .. ,+

..

•

aw'"' 1
ax <"' -•) ,

aw<"'•
(AlO>
ay< .. -u•
1
whereX 1"' 1and 1''"' are new coordinates and P~"' - 1 1 and
P ;"' - 11are the old momenta.
The generating function W 1"'1 was obtained analytically up to and including m :z 4. The normal form of H L includingtermsuptoHI$1isgivenbyEq. (All) (theoddorder
terms vanish)

P '"' - u ... p c"'•+
,

,

H L =(l)o,.J. +(l)o.J, - ..t.J! -..t,J; -..t.,J. J, ,
(All)
where

3 b
ISb;,
b ~. (lk.l~ -)(I)~)
..t. = - - oo+---+
2
2
2
4wQa
4wo,. ( 4wo. - Wo,. )
3 b
lSb~3
b~ 2 (lk.l~ - )(I)~)
oo+---+
2
2
2
4wo,.
4wa. ( 4wo,. - Wo. )

..t, - - -

A...,. ,.. _ b

22

+ Jb0 3b2 1 + 3b~12 _
(l)o,.

Wa.

lwo.b ~ .
(w~ -.CW~) .

'

'

lwo,.b ~2
(w~ - .CW~)

(All)

The bu 's are related to the coefficients appearing in Eq.
(A7), bu = Bul<wl,.w {,) 112, and J, and J, in Eq. (All)
are the standard harmonic oscillator actions for the fourth
order variables X, P., 1', and P,.
These transformations have also been performed up to
sixth order when the numerical values of the model system
under study are used for wa. , wo,. , and bu. The Cu'sin the
resulting Hamiltonian
l

HL-=

I.

c~·~, ~···,;••'

<Al3>

f-0

are given in Table I for all (i,j) pain whose sum lies between
1 and 3.
This approximate Hamiltonian is well suited23 for EBK
ICmicla.ssical quantization, and the accuracy ofEq. (Al3)
has been tested, by comparing the EBK semiclassical eigen-

TABLE U. Compariooa olvarialiooW ciamval,_ EP ol H L &Del oalliclulical vai,_E:OC obWDed wilhEq. (All).•

••
0
0
I
0
I
0
I
2
0
I
2
0
I
2
0
3
I
2
0
)

.,
I
2
0
3
I
4
2
0

'
3
I

6
4
2
7
0

'

3
I
I

6

I
2
0
3
I
4
2
0
3
I

4
9
2
7
0
5
10
3
I

""• aDd~.

aft

E P-Ef

Er:'··- E:CC4)

E :C''' - E :C''

(em- •)

(em-•)

(em -• )

415.913
129.159
999.412
1241.11
1410.10
1651.75
1120.24
1916.49
2059.64
2227.76
2393.12
2465.46
2633.35
2797.92
2169. 11
2961.05
3036.99
3200.90
3270.76
3362.11
3431.66
3602.03
3670.19
3762.96
3838.32
3923.22
4001 .21
4067.42
4161.27
4235.96

415.913
129.155
999.419
1241.13
1410.13
1651.13
1120.21
1916.51
2059.16
2227.61
2393.21
2465.92
2633.05
2791.09
2170.01
2961 .05
3036.51
3200.93
3272.13
3363.26
3431.00
3601.79
3672.29
3763.50
3137.53
3923. 13
4000.69
4070.47
4161.67
4235.01

415.925
129.154
999.465
1241.15
1410.10
1651.10
1120.25
1916.45
2059.71
2227.78
2393.10
2465.55
2633.37
2797.94
2169.31
2961.00
3036.99
3200.93
3270.96
3362.86
3431.73
3602.06
3670.47
3762.98
3138.26
3923. 13
4001.31
4067.82
4161.34
4235.16

1

the 11umbcT ol qUUIIa ill !he X &Del Y modes.£ ~"' and
to founb ord.,. [Eq. (A II) ) &Del mlh ord.,., n:specrively. Ef - 715.014 em - •, £:'" '•714.258 em- •, £:''" 1 -714.257
E~'., aft obc&iJied

em - •.
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face of an invariant torus of radii given by J ~· · and J ~., . The
161
motion in this torus mainly corresponds to the vibration
of the C-C bond with a frequency aHL/a.J ~· · or, using Eq.

X

(A13),

,

Q)Jl -

""'
~

w-o

iC'''J''''-'J''''
u
Jl

,

'

(A14)

6

whereas the Y' >motion corresponds mostly to the vibration
of the C-C center of mass against the Sn, with a lower frequency

,

Q)'

= ""'

·c II'''J a••>'J ',,,,_,•

"'-}

w-o

(AIS)

Comparison of the numerical values of these frequencies
using the C ~•>•s given in Table I shows the dift'erence in
anharmonicities between the two group modes. The X mode,
with higher frequency, has also a larger anharmonicity (ell)
a.6.3 CC~l) .
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Chapter 4: Quantum and Classical Energy Transfer Between Ligands
of a Heavy Metal Atom

[The text of this chapter appeared in: S.M. Lederman, V. Lopez, G . A. Voth and
R. A . Marcus, Chem. Phys. Lett ., 124, 93 (1986).]
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Quantum and classical vibrational ener&Y transfer between two ligands separated by a heavy atom are compared for a model
system, one ligand being vibrationally excited initially and the other unexcited. Similarities and differences of quantum and
c:lassic:al result.s are noted. The approximate separability of certain modes simplifies the interpretation.

l . lntroduction
There has been recent interest in the effect of a
heavy central atom on intramolecular vibrational redistribution [ 1-5]. Experimental studies on some organometallic compounds have suggested that a heavy
metal atom may reduce the energy transfer between
the ligands [1], while in another study on a somewhat
different system this effect was not observed [2] .
Several classical trajectory calculations on models of
ligand-metal atom systems have also been reported
[3-5]. Studies were made for a non-bending sevenatom chain C-C-C-M-C-C-C [3], an analogous
five-atom chain [5]. and a much larger system [4] .
Analytical results were given for the five-atom system (four coupled Morse oscillators) [5] and cornpared with trajectory results. A condition that the
analysis be applicable or extendable to larger and
hence more realistic molecular systems was also descnbed [5].
Quantum and classical dynamical calculations are
presented and compared here for the model system
studied in ref. [5]. the initial state in each case being
that of excited "local group modes" described below.
The initial classical states are chosen by a semiclassical procedure to permit a direct comparison with
the quantum results. The methods used for the calculations are outlined in section 2 and the preliminary
1
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quantum and classical results for the model system
are reported in section 3. In section 4 these results are
discussed. Implications of the quantum-classical
comparison for classical trajectory studies of unimolecular reactions are also noted.

l.lbeory
We fust recall several results obtained in our earlier
study [5], where both the C-C-M-C-C system and
the C-C-M subsystem were investigated.ln this
study the C-C bond in one ligand was initially excited (the other bonds had zero-point energy) and energy transfer to the other ligand was examined. The
concept of anharmonic collective modes (local group
modes) for the C-C-M subsystem was introduced.
They were calculated using sixth-order BirkhoffGustavson perturbation theory, the unperturbed
modes being the (harmonic) normal modes of the
C-C-M subsystem. The resonant coupling of the
C-C-M and M-C-C modes was then investigated
analytically, supplementing the trajectory studies.
The local group modes of the C-C-M ligand-metal
subsystem were found to be of two quite different
types. One such anharmonic group mode was largely,
though not entirely, a ligand mode (termed the X
mode). For the initial excitations studied it showed
little energy transfer at moderate energies to the unexcited ligand but extensive exchange at low energies.
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The other (termed theY mode) was primarily,
though not entirely, a C-C versus M vibration. It
showed extensive energy exchange with the Y mode
of the other ligand in both energy regions.
There are a number of advantages in introducing
these X and Y local group modes: (I) There is an approximate separation of variables for these two
modes, even when they are coupled to X and Y
modes in the second (M-C-C) subsystem [5] . This
approximate separation arises because of a frequency
gap of the X and Y modes, and occurs except near
the " separatrix" of the X motion in C-C-M-C-C
[5] . (2) They facilitate the comparison of classical
and quantum results, as described later. (3) Their use
in the quantum calculation itself is advantageous:
Initial quantum calculations using states of local
bond mode Morse oscillators, instead of local group
mode oscillators, as the basis functions showed convergence difficulties due to the large kinetic coupling
between the zeroth-order bond mode Morse oscillator
states. To avoid this difficulty, the eigenstates for
each subsystem, C-C-M and M-C-C, were fust obtained by "prediagonalizing" the couplings in these
two subsystems. The new states thus obtained correspond to various excitations of the two local group
modes of C- C-M (and similarly for M-C- C). Next,
symmetrical and antisymmetrical producu of the
eigenstates of C-C-M and M-C-C were used as elements of a basis set to represent the Hamiltonian of
the total system, which includes the kinetic energy
coupling of the two subsystems across the heavy
mass M. In this way convergence was obtained more
readily for the full system, compared with that when
the bond mode basis set was used.
In the quantum calculations the initial non-stationary wavefunction was chosen to be the product of
two local group mode wavefunctions, one for each
subsystem, which was then propagated in time . The
identity of each eigenstate of a subsystem was detennined using a classical analysis for local group
modes and semiclassical methods. The Hamiltonian
and the molecular parameters used were those in ref.

[5] :

4

4

1
H • -2
lqPtPJ +ED {I- exp[-o(r1 1,/•l
t•l

E

r~)]} 2 , (J)

where the g11 are the usual Wilson G-matrix elements
(6) that couple adjacent bonds i and /. The Morse

potential parameters are the same as those in refs.
(3,5). the r1 are the bond distances and the p 1 are
their canonically conjugate momenta. From the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system C-C-M-C-C
and a lcnowledge of the initial state , all determined as
above, the expectation value of the energy in the excited subsystem, C-C-M, was then determined as a
function of time. (The kinetic energy coupling term
I23P 2P3 across the heavy mass was small and was not
included in the energy of the C-C-M subsystem displayed in fJgS. 1-4.)
Classical trajectories were also calculated to compare with the quantum results. The adiabatic switching method [7) was used to prepare an initial classical state having the desired quantized anharmonic
local group mode action variables for the C-C-M
and M-C-C subsystems. These initial action variables
correspond semiclassically to the initial local group
mode quantum numbers of the two uncoupled subsystems in the quantum calculation. Results for the
eigenvalues of C-C-M obtained in this way are
given in section 3.
Because of the absence of degeneracies, the adiabatic switching method gave excellent results. In particular, the fmal C-C-M-C-C energy, after the
adiabatic switching but before the r 23p2P 3 term was
introduced, was independent of the initial phase of
the trajectory. An initial zeroth-order (harmonic)
classical state before adiabatic switching consisted of
some excitation of the normal modes of C-C-M
(M-C-C) in a harmonic Hamiltonian and had specified action variables. It was used to prepare by adiabatic switching an actual group mode state of C-C-M
(M-C-C) having the same action variables. (The
fourth- or sixth-order perturbation theory had established earlier the correspondence between the harmonic
states of C-C-M and those of the anharmonic
C-C-M [5].) The adiabatic switching thus involved
the slow conversion of the harmonic potentials to the
Morse bond potentials to obtain the desired anharmonic group mode trajectories. Switching times of
50, 100 and 200 C-C vtbrational periods (1.9, 3.8
and 7 .6 ps) were used and gave essentially the same
results for the eigenvalues. The 100-period switching
time was used in the calculations reported below.
An ensemble of these trajectories, each prepared
by adiabatic switching and having the same initial action variables and a random selection of the four ini-
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tial phases for the harmonic system, was then used
to calculate the ensuing dynamics. Only forty such
trajectories were used for the present preliminary
calculations in each case. The average energy in the
C-C-M subsystem was then computed as a function
of time after this C-M-C coupling was initiated.

!
i
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3. Results
The initial excitation is denoted by (n~, n~),
where the n~ and n~ denote the number of quanta
in the X and Y group modes in the fust subsystem
(the "left subsystem") C-C-M. (This description of
the states is the one used in table 2 of ref. (5].) The
initial state assigned to the X and Y group modes in the
~econd subsystem M-C-C was the ground state
[(n~ , n~)'"' (0,0)] . Thus, the initial state of the entire
system is a product of the (n~,n~) state ofC-C-M
and the (0,0) state of M-C-C. In the f~gures the energy of the C-:-C-M in atomic units is plotted versus
time in picoseconds. Results were obtained using initial C-C-M states of (n~, n~)"' (4,0), (0,10), and
(3,3).
We fust report the results of the semiclassical quantization procedure used to identify the local group
mode quantum numbers in the quantum calculations
and to prepare the corresponding trajectories in the
classical calculations. The semiclassical eigenvalues obtained by the adiabatic switching method for these
states were 3923.16,4067.60 and 4161.25 cm-1 ,
respectively, for energies in excess of the zero-point
energy, while those obtained (5] by sixth-order Birkhoff-Gustavson perturbation theory were 3923.13,
4067.82 and 4161.34 cm-1 • The quantum mechanical eigenvalues which were closest to these semiclassical eigenvalues were 3923.21,4067.42, and 4161.27
cm-1 , respectively (S], and this matching provided
a simple identification of the local group mode quantum numbers of these states in the quantum mechanical calculations. The convergence of the quantum calculations themselves was tested by increasing the basis
set for C-C-M-C-C from 1764 to 2500 basis functions, and no significant difference in eigenvalues, to
twelve places, was found . In addition, no significant
difference was found for the various expectation
value plots in ftgs. 1-4.
The quantum and classical results for the
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Fi&. 1. Enerl)' of C-C-M subsystem in C-C-M-C-C versus
time, when the initial exdtation is (4,0), and the M-C-C is
Initially in the nate (0,0). Upper curw: c:lassical. Lower curve:
quantum.

C-C-M-C-C system with an initial state of {4,0)
for C-C-M are given in fig. 1, and the quantum results for a longer time are given in fig. 2. This excitation represents one of an X-type group mode with a
C-C-M energy of0.021 au or 0.16 D. ln figs. 1 and
2 it is seen that in the quantum case there is a periodic
transfer of energy from one side of the molecule to
the other. The corresponding classical results, also
given in ftg. 1, show no energy transfer.
In fig. 3 the energy of the C-C-M subsystem is

0024

TIME (po)

Fis. 2. Quantum results for conditions ume u fi&. 1 but plotted for a looser time.
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calculated to be 2 .44 X 10-2 ,2.50 X 10-2 , and 2 .55
X 10-2 au, respectively. (H denotes the full Hamiltonian of C-C-M-C-C.) The root mean square deviation
(U/2)- Uf)2) 112 of the energies of the initial wave
packet was, in each case, relatively small; being 2.6
X 10-4,7.2 X 10-4, and 4.5 X 10-4, res~ctively.
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rJi. 3 . Same u fls. l but for. (0,10) and (0,0) exdtation of
C-C-M and M-C-C,reapecti~ly .
plotted for an initial excitation of (0,1 0), which cor·
responds to the excitation of a Y -type group mode of
C-C-M. The rate of transfer is much more rapid,
both classically and quantum mechanically.
The time behavior of the energy of the C-C-M
subsystem for an excitation of the initial state (3,3) is
given in f~g. 4. This state is a combination state of ex·
cited X· and Y.group modes, and shows a behavior
characteristic of each (cf. figS. 2 and 3).
The mean energies U/) for the wavepackets describ·
ing the states with initial excitations of (4,0), (0,10)
and (3,3) for C-C-M and (0,0) for M-C-C were

0.

~ 0008
TNE (PI)

Fia. 4 . SarM u fill. 1 but for a (3,3) and (0,0) excitation of
C-C-M and M-C-C, respect!Yely.

In the case of the excitation of the (4,0) state in
fig. 1, no energy transfer occurs classically for the
sample of trajectories used.ln contrast, a periodic
energy transfer (figs. 1 and 2) occurs quantum
mechanically and is apparently due, therefore, to a
classically forbidden process ("tunneling"). The period
of the energy transfer is seen to be about 50 ps.
The behavior when the initial excitation is (0,10),
namely of the Y mode, is seen in fig. 3 to be quite
different, although the initial energy is approximately the same. The transfer of energy in both the clas·
sical and quantum cases occurs much more rapidly,
each with the same period of about 0 .5 ps for the
high-frequency oscillation. This period agrees well
with that computed numerically from the relatively
simple classical resonance Hamiltonian derived using
perturbation theory in ref. (5] (eq. (13)). The oscillation in energy of C-C-M is approximately from
the initial excitation of the C-C-M subsystem to its
:r.ero-point energy and then back again. Also seen in
.~ quantum plot in fig. 3 is a damping to a nearstationary value which corresponds to an equal energy on each side of the molecule. Subsequently the
amplitude of oscillation again increases and ultimate·
1y the slow time behavior observed in this figure will
repeat itself. A detailed comparison of the quantum
and classical longer time behavior is not appropriate
at this time, in virtue of the small sample of classical
trajectories.
An initial excitation of the (3,3) state (fig. 4)
yields a time dependence in the quantum case for the
energy of the C-C-M subsystem whose qualitative
appearance is that of a combination of that in figs. 2
and 3. It shows the rapid oscillations of energy found
for a Y-mode excitation (f~g. 3) and the slower oscilla·
tion seen for an X-mode excitation (fig. 2). The clas·
sical result itself does not show the slow energy oscil·
lation found in the quantum result (nor did it for the
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(4,0) case). The high.frequency oscillation is again
similar for the two results. This behaviour for the
(3,3) excitation, namely being approximately the
superposition of that for the X·mode and for the Y •
mode excitation, can be interpreted in terms of the
approximate separation of variables used to analyze
the classical results in ref. [ S) .
Further support for an approximate separation
of variables in the energy regime examined in the
present paper comes from a comparison of the quan.
tum results with those obtained (but not cited in
section 3) using smaller basis sets: To compare with
the results for the (4,0) excitation in figs. 1 and 2 , a
basis set was used consisting purely of X·mode exci·
tations for the left and right subsystems, and using
the ground state for the Y mode. The results for the
energy of C-C-M subsystem versus time were essentially the same u in f~g. 2. Indeed, even a five.state
basis set having rr,i + rr~ • 4 provided good agreement
with this plot. A similar remark applies to an analo·
gous calculation for an excitation of the (0,10) state
in fig. 3 using purely Y·mode excitations and also
such excitations with rr~ + rr~ = 10.
The lack of classical energy transfer when the X
mode of C-C-M is excited, in contrast to the ready
transfer when the Y mode is excited to about the
same energy, wu explained in ref. [ S] : A classical res·
onance theory wu described there and applied to
those local group modes and to those of the M-C-C
subsystem. The analysis also applies, semiclassically,
to the quantum case. However, in the case of a high
X·mode excitation, e.g., the (4,0) state, a classically
forbidden transfer between two symmetrically relat·
ed classical tori can occur and permits quantum
mechanical energy transfer where it did not occur
classically.
The present comparison of classical and quantum
results also illustrates a potential shortcoming of
classical trajectory calculations of unimolecular pro·
cesses, a shortcoming sometimes overlooked in such
studies when classical tori exist. In f~g. 1 an example
is given where there is essentially no energy transfer
between two parts of a molecule classically (between
two tori (S] ), but there is a slow transfer quantum
mechanically. In this way classical trajectories can
give the appearance of less energy redistribution in an
isolated molecule than would occur for a wave packet
in a corresponding quantum mechanical and hence

more realistic calculation. This type of behavior is
well known for ABA triatomic systems (8] .
If there is an approximate separation of the intra·
ligand and metal-ligand modes in a real molecule (X
andY modes, respectively), energy locaD.zation in a
ligand may be obtained by an appropriate. excitation
of the X modes. For example, in the cue of alkyl
ligands, the X modes would involve the stretching and
bending modes of the ligand's carbon and hydrogen
atoms. Excitation of X modes of a particular ligand
can then be made either via a single.photon high C-H
stretching overtone excitation or via an infrared multi·
photon excitation of CH bends. (The other ligands
could contain D atoms rather than H atoms, to reduce
their absorption at the relevant frequencies.) These
methods for exciting X modes are suitable , unless
some overtone of the metal-ligand Y mode has suf.
ficiently large absorption In the excitation range. It
may also be noted that the shorter the excitation pulse,
for a given total integrated Intensity, the more likely
that a localized excitation would cause the excited
ligand to react before its energy decays by classical
or tunneling processes to the remaining ligands. A
direct excitation of the metal-ligand (Y mode)
states is perhaps possible using a suitable laser, but
would not be useful for the purpose of energy locali·
zation and subsequent reaction within one ligand.
The main question to be resolved, of course, is
whether the Y -mode states are, In real molecules, reso·
nantly coupled to X·mode states, thereby eliminating
any separability of the two types of motion.
A more detailed paper amplifying and extending
the present results will be submitted for publication, in·
eluding the extension to larger systems.
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Chapter 5: The Use of Artificial Intelligence Methods in Studying Quantum Intramolecular Vibrational Relaxation

[A modified version of the text of this chapter is being submitted to the Journal of
Chemical Physics.]
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Abstract
Artificial intelligence methods are used to treat the time evolution in intramolecular quantum dynamics. Comparison is made of several AI search algorithms and
evaluation functions in an application to the study of quantum intramolecular vibrational relaxation. The methods developed are applied to an 11-coordinate heavy
central mass problem and used to treat both quantum beats and "dissipative" intramolecular energy transfer.

I. Introduction
The quantum mechanical study of intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR)
in complex molecules is often limited by the computational time associated with
the use of a large number of states in high-dimensional systems. However, although
a large number of vibrational states exist in the molecular system, only a small
subset of these states might be involved in any particular excitation and ensuing
dynamics of the molecule. This subset is limited, in part, by energetics and, in
part, by couplings. The development of efficient and convenient methods that can
identify the subset of important zeroth-order states should provide one approach to
the practical solution of many IVR problems.

t
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In many IVR problems, a description of the redistribution of probability from
an initial vibrational excitation is desired. This process can be viewed as the probability starting in an initial state and flowing through or between a series of states
in the molecule. In this paper, AI techniques 1•2 are used to find the most important subset of states from the many possible zeroth-order states.

The states in

the zeroth-order description can be ordered to form paths as illustrated in Fig. 1
and discussed in. detail later. If any single state in a relevant path is excluded, the
description of the dynamics can be dramatically changed. Thus, since entire paths
are desired, the AI searching techniques, which generally find the most important
paths first, are ideally suited as an aid in the solution of such quantum dynamics
problems. Once the AI method finds the important subset of states, the dynamics
can be analyzed, using this reduced block of states of the full Hamiltonian. With
this subset of states, the specific search methods are designed to reproduce the
important features of the dynamics of the full Hamiltonian.
Several papers have appeared that use a variety of AI techniques, for example, for solving multiphoton dynamics, 3 vibrational eigenvalues, 4 computational
physics, 5 and organic syntheses 6 problems. These papers have shown the feasibility and success of a variety of AI methods in their respective applications. The
strength of AI search methods lies in their ability to search efficiently many possible
zeroth-order paths that could be important to the process. In the present case, the
paths are found while utilizing the selection rules of the Hamiltonian which limit
the possible non-zero coupled states, and a function is implemented that g1ves an
estimate of the importance of each state in the actual dynamics.
In Sec. II, several search algorithms and their applicability to the IVR problem
are discussed, while in Sec.

III, a number of possible evaluation functions are

examined for estimating the importance of possible zeroth-order states.

An 11-

dimensional model central mass IVR problem is described in Sec. IV and used
in Sec. V for comparing the different search algorithms and evaluation functions.
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The results of the different AI methods are discussed in Sec. VI, followed by some
conclusions.

II. Search Algorithms
The use of AI methods m IVR combines the use of search algorithms and
evaluation functions. The search algorithm determines the order in which possible
zeroth-order paths are considered. The evaluation function is an estimate of the
importance of the possible zeroth-order paths in the dynamics. The search algorithm will generally use the estimates of the evaluation function in deciding what
path or paths to consider. Though these two concepts are not independent, the
search algorithms are discussed in the present section and the evaluation functions
are discussed in the next section.
There are a number of different types of search algorithms that have been
proposed in the AI field; their efficiency and accuracy depends upon the type of
problem to which they are applied. 1 In AI searching, the possible direct paths from
an initial state (or states) are considered. Subsequent states in the possible paths
are then considered, and in the process a directed graph or tree is formed in which
each state is a node and the connections between the states are directed arcJ. A
path from an initial state can be found by following the directed arcs to a given
destination state. One way to find the optimal path between these two states is
to form the complete tree and consider all possible paths to decide definitely on
the best possible path. However, since the tree can be extremely large, or even
infinite, such a method is generally intractable for large (many-state) problems.
The alternative is to construct intelligently only part of the tree, i.e., the Jearch

tree or Jubtree, which includes the most important paths for a given problem. The
challenge in the AI search field is determining search techniques that can reliably
and efficiently yield the important subtree.
In the IVR problem, the probability from the initial state will generally become
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distributed over a few or many final zeroth-order states, the goal .!tate.!. In this paper
we focus on the two types of search algorithms that seem best suited to our problem
in IVR. Both methods are combinations of beam and best-first searches. 1 A beam
.!earch considers all possible paths from every newly found state whose evaluation
function is above a minimum value. 7 A be.,t-fir"t search first considers the most
promising of all incomplete paths. Although a beam search can be exhaustive, it
can require inordinate amounts of computer time to find the best paths, especially
when many couplings exist, as in our model. (The rapid escalation of states that
have to be considered is the commonly referred to combinatorial explo.,ion.) For this
reason we use a compromise wherein a beam search is performed for the first two
levels of searching, and then a best-first search is utilized thereafter. We found that
using only a best-first search yielded less accurate results. Two search methods
are used in the present article, each implemented utilizing the selection rules of
the Hamiltonian to allow the algorithm to generate and explore only those states
that have non-zero couplings from the state of interest. In AI terminology, the
Hamiltonian can be used to form a special operator, the .!ucce.!.!Or operator, which,
applied to a chosen state, yields all states that can be directly reached in a single
step from the chosen state. The process of applying the successor operator to the
state chosen for consideration next has been termed expanding the state.
We use two specific algorithms, i.e. , two search methods , for finding acceptable
states. The first search algorithm, which will be referred to as the be.!t complete
path" .!earch, accepts only states that form a complete path to one of a specified set
of goal states. A goal .!tate in this search method will be defined as one whose energy
is within a given energy range of the initial state and whose evaluation function is
above a certain minimum value. The intuitive reason for this type of search is that
the prepared state (the initial state) has a certain spread u in energy, which is
time-invariant . The zeroth-order basis states, which will have large probability at
long times, will be typically close in energy to the initial state. This feature can be
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seen from the relationship of time and energy given by the uncertainty principle.
In our calculations, a state will be chosen as a goal state if its energy difference
from the initial state is less than twice the root mean square of the energy width
u of the wavefunction. Paths can include states that are outside the spread of the

wavefunction, but these states are expected to have significant probability only for
short times. Such states that are important at early times are frequently referred
to in the literature on radiationless transition and IVR as doorway states. In the
current best complete paths search, incomplete paths are not accepted, even if they
have a higher evaluation function than a complete path. The minimum value of
the evaluation function for a goal state was used so that the accepted paths had
a reasonable contribution to the actual dynamics. The value was chosen through
experience such that the excluded paths did not noticeably change the dynamics.
With increasing deviation of the zeroth-order basis from the actual eigenstates of
the system, the zeroth-order states that are farther away in energy from the initial
state have a greater likelihood of having a significant probability at long times. This
behavior could lead to important states' being difficult to find by the best complete
paths search algorithm.
In a second search algorithm, which we shall term the be.!t incomplete path"

.!earch, there is no insistence that acceptable states lead to any one of a specific set
of goal states. In the searching, a beam search is again used for the first two levels
in the search, and this search is followed by a best-first search for all subsequent
steps. However, a goal state is now defined as the state that has the best evaluation
function at each step of the best-first part of the search. These goal states are the
same as the states that are expanded at each step of the best-first search. All states
in the path to any such goal state at each step are accepted.
In each of our search algorithms we start from a given zeroth-order initial state
and apply the successor operator to determine all states that are coupled to it.
We assign a value of the evaluation function to each of these coupled states, states
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which we will designate as 5 1 . The successor operator is applied to all states in
51 whose evaluation function is above a minimum value, one at a time. The newly

formed states are called 52. The evaluation function associated with each path to
states in 52 is assigned. The minimum value in the beam search is chosen through
experience such that the states eliminated from consideration have essentially no
effect upon the dynamics. A balance is sought between including too many states in
the beam search and eliminating states from consideration that may be important
to the dynamics. At this point a beam search of the first two levels of the tree has
been performed. The states in 52 are sorted by their evaluation function. Duplicate
states, i.e., the same zeroth-order state found from two different paths, are located
in 52, and the state with lower evaluation function is removed from 5 2. The state
in 52 with the highest (best) evaluation function is removed from 5 2 and selected
for consideration next. The successor operator is applied to form a set of states, 5 3 .
The combined set of states of the new 5 2 and 5 3 are sorted by evaluation function,
and duplicates are removed as before. The successor operator is applied to the state
with the best evaluation function in 5 2 + 5 3 to form 5 4 , and the state chosen to
expand is removed from 5 2 +53 • All states in the new (52 +53 ) and in 5 4 are
sorted with duplicates removed. The process is repeated until a desired number of
states are chosen. These search algorithms are not limited in any way by the length
of the path but use the evaluation function to determine the best possible paths to
pursue.
An example of our two search algorithms is given below and illustrated in Fig.
1. Both methods in this example consider the same states in their search. In actual

applications, the evaluation function and states considered can differ in the two
search methods. The states are numbered in the order in which they are found,
the first number above the line representing the number of each state and the next
number giving the evaluation function for that state. Both searches begin with the
initial state #1, and upon expansion by applying the successor operator find the two
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1.0,
respectively. The successor operator is applied to state #2 and then to state #3,
since they are both above the assumed minimum evaluation function value of 0.5
in the beam search. This procedure yields states #4,#5,#6. The beam search for
states

coupled to it which have, say, an evaluation function of

1.5

and

the first two levels is now complete and the search continues as a best-first search.
Of the states that have not yet been expanded ( #4,#5,#6), the path to state
has the best evaluation function and state
us suppose that state

#7 is

#4

a duplicate of state

is expanded to yield state

#2.

#7.

#4
Let

#7 reached by the
#7 is removed from

Since state

above path has a lower evaluation function than state

#2, state

the list of states to be consider. (This removal is represented by the "X".) Of the
remaining states not yet expanded ( #5,#6), state

#5

has the highest evaluation

function. Application of the successor operator yields states

#8,#9.

The procedure

up to now applies to both search methods used. We stop the search here for brevity
of presentation and illustrate next the process of accepting the states.
The best complete paths search accepts only paths that lead to states that are
within ±20' of the energy spread of the wavefunction of the initial state (represented
by the dotted lines in Fig. 1) and that have at least the minimum value of the
evaluation function. States

#6,#9 are the only two states found

by the search that

are within ±20' of the initial state. If the minimum acceptable evaluation function
to be a goal state is
state

#6 is

0.3,

#6 is
#1,#3,#6 are

only state

included, states

a goal state. Since the path leading to
accepted.

In the best incomplete paths search, the path is accepted that leads to the
state with highest evaluation function among the set of states that have not yet
been expanded during the best-first search process. Thus, state

#4 with the path of

#1,#2 to state #4 is accepted first, since state #4 has the highest evaluation
function of states #4,#5,#6. State #5 is accepted next, since it has the best
evaluation function of states #5,#6, which are left after state #4 is expanded and
duplicates removed. Since the path of states #1,#2 to state #5 is already accepted
states
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with a higher evaluation function, the states #1,#2 are not included again. Finally,
state #8 is accepted since it has the best evaluation function of states #6,#8,#9.
Thus, the best incomplete paths search accepts states #1,#2,#4,#5,#8, whereas
the best complete paths search accepts states #1,#3,#6.

III. Evaluation Functions
Any evaluation function must be simple enough so that it can be quickly calculated, in order to provide an easy evaluation of the many possible choices of paths.
The three evaluation functions below are motivated by perturbative expressions. (A
discussion of the perturbative expressions is given at the end of this section.) They
heuristically combine terms for both the energy difference from the initial state and
the energy difference from the previous state. If the initial state in a path is numbered 1 and the final state is numbered n

+ 1,

there are n - 1 intermediate states

and n links between the initial and final state. Three possible evaluation functions
of this type are considered in this paper:

EF1 = V12

IT

=

IT

EF2

V12

Vi,i+l
i=2 HLlEi,i+l + LlEl,i+l)

Vi,i+l
i= 2 .J(LlEi,i+l..!lEl,i+l)

(1)
where each factor after the product sign is set equal to unity whenever its magnitude
exceeds unity in analogy to an approximately degenerate perturbation theory for
the amplitudes. Vi,i+l represents the matrix element between the i and i

+ 1 zeroth-

order states and LlEi,i+l is the analogous energy difference. LlEl,i+l is the energy
difference between the initial state and state i. The terms after the product sign
are

inclu~ed

only for n greater than one. (Incidentally, the use of our evaluation

function, which is maximized, may be compared with the use of a cost function,
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which is minimized.)
Evaluation functions EF1 and EF2 give an equal weighting to the two energy
differences 6.Ei,i+1 and 6.E1,i+l, whereas evaluation function EF3 includes only
the energy difference 6.E1,i+ 1 between the initial state and the la.!t state in the
path. These features lead to the property that evaluation functions EF1 and EF2
are monotonically decreasing functions of n, whereas EF3 is not monotonic, since
the energy difference from the initial state 6.E 1,n+l is taken only to the last state,
n+1, in the path, and that state will change with increasing n. This non-monotonic
property leads to greater difficulties in using evaluation function E F 3 , because its
use is more likely to find paths with an evaluation function higher than that of
some state previously chosen in the search. Furthermore, the units for the first step
in EF3 are different from those in all future steps. Because EF3 generally caused
a large reordering of the importance of paths by their evaluation function from
level 1 to level 2, the minimum value for the evaluation function EF3 in the beam
search was set equal to zero, but not for the other evaluation functions. When the
best complete paths search is performed using EF3, the 1/LlEi,i+l term is deleted
in computing the final evaluation function of the final Jtate. This deletion is made
since no energy preference is given here to one state over another within the spread of
the wavefunction. (We also note that the deletion yields a final evaluation function
in units of energy, the same units as EF1 and EF2.)
From nth order perturbation theory, one of the matrix elements between state
1 and state n in a path is 8

EF.4 =

IV"
I = v:12 rr"
eff
i=2

Vi,i+l
flE

(2)

l,i+l

when Vi,i+d 6.E1,i+l is small, and thereby when non-degenerate perturbation theory holds. (In the actual perturbation expression many other terms are actually
present. 8 ) One choice of the evaluation function would be to use Eq. (2), but with
each Vi,i+d 6.El,i+l set equal to unity whenever this factor exceeds unity, so as to
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simulate very roughly the amplitude in degenerate perturbation theory.
An alternative effective matrix element would be to consider each step in the
path as involved in an independent step-by-step perturbation and include only the
energy difference between the i and i
ER =
5

with each

Vt.,i+l/ D.Ei,i+l

+ 1 states:

JVn
J=
eff

V:

12

lin D.E
l/i ,i+1
·.

i= 2

(3)

•.•+1

being replaced by unity whenever it exceeds unity. The

problem encountered with using EF5 as the evaluation function is that it gives
states with optimal evaluation function having no preference to be near the energy
of the initial state. In tests of EF5 , we sometimes found that the states with the
largest couplings to the initial state are remote in energy from the initial state.
Since all other steps in the path have some energy difference from the previous
state in the denominator, the states with the best evaluation function would stay
near the energy of the state in the first step, if Eq. (3) were used for the evaluation ·
function. This result would lead to the best incomplete paths search wandering off
to energies far from the initial state and to the best complete paths search never or
only rarely finding complete paths that return nearly the amount of energy of the
initial state in a reasonable amount of computer time.
Evaluation functions EF1 , EF2 and EF3 represent three choices that heuristically combine both the energy difference to the initial state ( D.E1,i+ 1) and the
energy difference to the previous state ( D.Ei,i+ l) to encourages searching of possibly dynamically important states . This choice combines the advantages of the two
perturbation ideas in Eqs . (2) and (3) .

IV. Model System
The AI methods were tested on an 11-dimension IVR problem involving a
heavy central mass. 9 The model represents the system Ca - Cb- M - CD2 - Cc,

.

where M is the central mass that can act as a barrier to energy redistribution in the
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molecule and

c

and D denote carbon and deuterium atoms. 10

c .. , cb

and Cc have

as effective masses those of CH 3 , CH 2 and CD 3 , respectively. The Hamiltonian for
the system is given by

(4)
where
1

HL =

2

2L

2

L

i=l j=l

2

GijPiPj

+

L Di(l- exp[ai(ri- ri)])

2

(5)

i=l

(6)

(7)
Here,

ri

and

Pi

are the bond-coordinate and momentum, respectively.

Gij

is the

standard Wilson G matrix11 where its derivatives in Eq. (6) are evaluated at the
equilibrium value .of the bond-coordinates. The detailed parameters of this model
are discussed elsewhere. 10 HL, the Hamiltonian for the left ligand of the molecule,
contained two Morse potentials for a non-bending chain, and that for the right
ligand, HR, contained only harmonic potentials in the present tests. In addition,
the kinetic energy coupling in HR included a first-order correction to the equilibrium
G matrix term, thereby adding a non-quadratic term. 12 In the calculations, HR was
transformed into a normal mode coordinates Hamiltonian. 11
The Hamiltonian is written as having left (L) and right (R) contributions, so
as to represent the physical notion of approximate separability of the motion of
two ligands attached to a relatively heavy central atom. The basis set used in the
calculations was the product of a wavefunction of HL and one of the normal modes
of HR, the latter found when the derivatives of the G matrix in HR are omitted.

HL had been "pre-diagonalized" to yield wavefunctions of the left ligand, because
of the high energies of excitation used for the left ligand. The .\ parameter in

VLR

allows for the variation of the kinetic coupling between left and right ligands in a
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way that mimicked changing the central mass M. The advantage of using.\ instead
of actually changing the central mass is that the frequencies of the left and right
ligands remained unchanged. Thus, a "pure" mass effect is achieved in this model
calculation without the possibility of resonances' accidentally being modified.
The system was initially "prepared" in a zeroth-order state that had excess
energy only in the left ligand (the initial wave function being a product of a prediagonalized state of HL and the normal mode ground state of HR) · The quantum
dynamics of the system was then determined by full matrix diagonalization of the
zeroth-order basis set determined by the AI methods. A physical quantity of interest
is the amount of energy in the left ligand of the molecule as a function of time
because it indicates the amount of IVR occurring between the ligands.

V. Results
The two .I search algorithms and the five evaluation functions were compared
with the bestexact" result, a result that was achievable in a reasonable amount of
computer tir by imposing a simple energy constraint on the zeroth-order states
used in the lculation. In this large "exact" calculation, the basis set consisted
of all zerotlrder states within 650 cm- 1 in energy of the initial state. For the
model systt and excitations studied, there were then 1112 basis functions. In
order to co•are the AI methods to the exact result, the search was restricted to
the set of t:e 1112 basis. These calculations were performed so as to compare the
quality of : different AI methods with the ultimate goal of using the developed
techniquel)tthout constraint on the basis states chosen, both for this system and
other s' t~s. In the present comparison, ). in Eq. (7) is set to 0.5 and 0.1012, to
represt te masses of twice carbon and tin, respectively, and M in Eq. (7) has
the ns ,f carbon. In the exact calculations, the lighter mass system showed a
grea~issipation ~f energy from the left ligand into the right, :'hereas the heavier

mastem displayed, instead, vibrational quantum beats . Even though the latter
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resembled largely an effective two-state problem in an eigenstate representation, it
involved many zeroth-order basis states. These two situations, quantum beats and
dissipation, represent different dynamical situations and serve to test the robustness
of the present AI methods.
In Tables Ia and Ib, the different combinations of AI-search algorithms and
evaluation functions are compared for the model system and for the conditions
described. For all of these calculations, the AI methods were used to find the same
number of basis states for the same initial conditions so that a direct comparison
cou1d be made. The number of states chosen was the number required to give
an approximate convergence by the better methods (described later in Tables Ila
and lib). Two quantitative measures used to compare the different methods are
the long-time average of the energy in the left ligand
energies in the left ligand

<

CTEL,

EL

CTEL

<

EL

>

EL

>, and the spread of

given by

>=

< Ei_ >

<

11T EL(t)dt
T11T Ei(t)dt

lim -

T-+oo

= T-+oo
lim

T

0

0

= [< EL2 >- <

EL

2 ~2

> ]

indicates the average energy in the left ligand and

(8)
CTEL

is related to the

amplitude of the energy fluctuations. An additional quantitative measure for the tin
system (Tables Ia and Ib) is the time period

TFT corresponding to the dominant peak

in the Fourier transform of EL(t), since this time period (along with its amplitude)
characterizes the dominant oscillation that acts as an effective two-state oscillation.
(The dominant peak in the transform had a coefficient that was approximately
one order of magnitude larger then the next most important peak.)

All values

in Tables Ia and Ib are given as the absolute value of the percent difference from
the exact result. Although none of the methods are totally unacceptable, the best
incomplete paths search with evaluation function EF1 and the best complete paths
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with evaluation function EF3 gave the best overall results and are given at the top
of Tables Ia and lb. These two methods are seen to be the best at reproducing

both types of dynamical situations. For the best incomplete paths search in Table
Ia, the two evaluation functions EF1 and EF4 show good results. However, EF1
gave a substantially better result than EF4 for I%..6.ELI for the dissipative case and
was the method chosen for further analysis in this investigation. The final row of
Table Ia contains the results for evaluation function EF1 , when a pure best-first
search was performed for all levels of searching. As previously noted, these results
using EF1 in a pure best-first search are less accurate than those using E 1 in the
combined beam search and best-first search in the proposed best incomplete paths
search.
In Figs. 2 and 3, plots of the time behavior of the energy in the left ligand are
given for the two best AI methods, for the two different dynamical situations given in
Tables Ia and Ib and compared with the exact results. The short-tiJ:?e agreement is
excellent and the overall agreement reasonable, confirming the quantitative numbers
listed in Tables Ia and lb. In Tables IIa and IIb, the convergence of the two best
AI methods are shown as a function of the number of basis functions chosen. It
shows that the two methods tend to approach the exact result as the number of
basis states is increased for the quantitative measures used in Tables Ia and lb .
An additional example is given in Table III, using these two best AI methods
for the model Hamiltonian where the search for basis sets was not constrained by
energy (i.e., where the condition b.E ~ 650 cm- 1 was not imposed) . No "exact"
calculations are given now, since it was not presently computationally practical to
include the many thousands of zeroth-order states that are within the range of
energies included by the present AI results, when the dynamics is performed by full
matrix diagonalization. The parameter

>. was varied from 1 to 9.9 to mimic the

masses of Sn, Ge, Ti, Si and C (where the central mass M in Eq. (7) is now that
of Sn). In Table III the long-time average energy in the left ligand is given. The
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agreement of the two different methods is very good, with the largest difference
being for carbon, where the zeroth-order basis set is furthest from the eigenstates.

VI. Discussion
The results show that consideration must be given to both the type of search
algorithm and the evaluation function used in IVR problems. It is _seen in Tables
Ia and Ib that the same evaluation function can give very different results when
used with a different type of search algorithm. Furthermore, the results show that
inclusion of a weighting factor employing both the energy difference from the initial
state .6.E1 ,i+ 1 and from the previous state .6-Ei,i+l leads to a better AI evaluation
function for our problem than the use of either one alone.
Of all the methods presented, the two best AI methods for reproducing both
types of dynamical situations are listed, as already noted, at the top of Tables Ia
and lb. Even though they give similar qualitative results, implementation of these
two methods is quite different. Evaluation function EF3 can have both increases
and decreases in the evaluation function, whereas EF1 is monotonically decreasing.
The variations in the value of EF3 implies that a better path can be be found at
a later time in the search process from a path with a lower evaluation function.
This situation leads to additional complications in verifying the convergence of the
AI method when EF3 is used. Furthermore, the best complete paths search needs
additional AI parameters not present in the best incomplete paths search. One
parameter is the minimum acceptable evaluation function for a final path, and
the other is the assigned energy range for acceptable final states to form paths.
It is also shown in Tables Ila and lib that the best incomplete paths search, for

the examples studied, converges more rapidly for most measures of accuracy than
the best complete paths search.

Additionally, Tables Ia and Ib show that the

best incomplete paths search has a lesser dependence on the specific details of the
evaluation function used than the best complete paths search. In summary, the
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best incomplete paths search was easier to implement, and with it the AI searches
were performed more quickly.
One useful feature of the AI method is in finding the states important to the
dynamics. Originally, before we considered adopting an AI procedure to IVR, we
had found some of the important states in an energy transfer path by considering
the overlap (squared) of the wavefunction with each of the basis states as a function
of time. By examining these overlaps as a function of time at very short times, six
successive important states in a path were found for the>. = 0.1012 case. The states
had greater than one percent overlap at all short-time points examined. However,
both AI methods not only found these six states first in their searching, but then
proceeded to find states with less than one percent overlap that were important
to the dynamics. Without these additional states, the period of oscillation and
t he amplitude of the fluctuations of the energy in the left ligand as a function of
time had an error of approximately 40%. Thus, these two AI methods found states
of highest overlap first and then found states with small overlap but dynamically
important.
It should be stressed that the AI search is performed within the set of zeroth-

order states . Thus, the AI method is not a replacement for an intelligent choice
of the model or the zeroth-order description. (Indeed, the A in AI might better
denote "automated" rather than "artificial"!) The larger discrepancies between AI
methods in Table III for carbon than for the other central atoms may be due to the
much larger left/right couplings of the zeroth-order basis, because of the increased
breakdown of the separation of variables for the left and right ligands in the case of
a light central atom.
One final aspect is the amount of computer time required by the AI method
to find the states of importance. Though our codes were not optimized for speed,
the best incomplete paths search took 10 to 20 minutes on a VAX 11 / 780 for the
results given in Table III. (The best complete paths search took 40 minutes t o 3
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hours. ) Once the AI search was complete, the time to perform the dynamics for
the 1000 states was then 150 seconds on a Cray X-MP, a time that may be loosely
equated to 30 hours of VAX 11/780 time. Typically, in fact, the time spent doing
the AI searches is a small percent of the total computer time needed to solve the
problem.

VII. Conclusion
The development of AI search methods is seen to represent a significant step
forward in the ability to study IVR problems with many degrees of freedom. The
AI technique is a method of distinguishing the important dynamical states from
thousands or millions of zeroth-order states. Explicit inclusion of millions of states is
beyond the scope of currently available methods.13 Furthermore, the computer time
necessary for performing the AI methods on higher energy excitations of a molecule
is comparable to that in the case of lower molecular energies states, provided the
number of possible states searched by the AI method is the same, even though the
total number of available states increases exponentially with energy.
In this paper we have systematically compared several possible choices for
search algorithms and evaluation functions . These comparisons, made for two common dynamical situations in IVR, quantum beats and dissipation, should prove
helpful in the application of AI methods to a variety of IVR problems. The AI
methods presented in this paper are implemented in a modular fashion, such that
all of the search and decisions sections of the code can be easily used in any type
of IVR problem. Only the sections of the code that involve the description of the
Hamiltonian and the specific evaluation function desired need to be changed for
each specific application. Thus, the current AI methods are not only extremely
promising but can be easily applied to a large range of potential applications.
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Table Ia: Comparison of AI evaluation functions for best incomplete paths
search a

,\ = 0.5, 20 statesb

,\ = 0.1012, 70 statesb

Evaluation

l%..6..

< EL

> lc

I% ..6..<TEL I

I%..6.TFT I

l%..6..

< EL

>I

EF1

1.7

14

6.6

2.3

14

EF2

5 .9

47

18

3.6

15

EF3

4.4

35

34

3.1

14

EF4

1.2

10

4 .9

14

15

EFs

1.4

11

20

0.86

35

EF1d

5.8

47

17

11

18

a values

for "exact" results for ,\ = 0.1012 are

< EL

I

I% ..6..<TEL

>= 3834 cm- 1 ' <TEL = 337

cm- 1 , and TFT = 32 ps, where TFT is the period for the peak with the dominant
amplitude in the Fourier transformation of EL.

EL >= 2521 cm- 1 and
em -

1,

<TEL

For ,\ = 0.5, the values are

<

= 316 cm- 1 • The initial energy on the left is 4433

which includes a zero-point energy in the left ligand of 972 cm- 1 .

minimum value in the beam search (except E F 3 ) was generally 1 x 10 -

J

The

em -

1

.

This compares with the smallest evaluation function for an accepted path, which
was generally 1 x 10- 2 cm-

1

for ,\ = 0 .1012 and 5.0 cm-

1

for ,\ = 0.5.

bThe total number of states sometimes varied by one, more or less, so that only
complete paths were included.
cnefined as 100( < EL > -

< E£xact

> )/

< E£act

>, and similarly for %..6..<TEL and

%..6..TFT·

dUses a pure best-first search, as discussed in the text.

- 60 Table lb: Comparison of AI evaluation functions for best complete paths
search a

.\ = 0.1012, 70 statesb
Evaluation

1%~

< EL >

lc

.\ = 0.5, 20 statesb

I% ~<TEL I

I% ~TFT I

1 %~

< EL >I

I% ~<TEL I

EF3d

2.2

18

10

3.7

15

EF1

6.9

56

18

16

3.2

EF2

6.5

52

19

16

3.2

EF4

7.3

58

19

30

7.2

EFs

5.1

41

19

17

12

a,b,csee footnotes of Table Ia.
dThe minimum value of the evaluation function for a goal state for EF3 was 7.5

10- 3 cm-

1

for .\

=

0.1012 and 10 cm-

1

for .\

=

X

0.5. The values for the other

evaluation functions varied by their specific form and numerical value.
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Table Ila: Comparison of convergence of two best AI methods as a function of
number of basis states chosen for A = 0.1012

Best Incomplete Paths/ EF1

#Basis

%~

< EL >

%~O"EL

%~TFT

Best Complete Paths/ EF3

< EL >

%~

%~O"EL

%~TFT

30

1.9

-13

-30

4 .0

-30

-38

50

-7.6

61

22

0 .72

-38

N.A .a

70

-1.7

14

6 .6

-2.2

18

10

90

-3.6

1.1

4 .6

-2.2

18

9.7

aMethod fails to give only a single dominant period.

Table lib: Comparison of convergence of two best AI methods as a function of
number of basis states chosen for ,\ = 0.5

#Basis

Best Incomplete Paths/ EF1

Best Complete Paths/ EF3

%~

%~

< EL >

%~O"EL

< EL >

%~O"EL

10

17

20

14

5 .7

20

2.3

14

3.7

15

30

-4.3

6.2

- 2.7

12

40

- 1.4

3.8

-0.29

11
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Table III: Comparison of< EL >for Two Best AI Methods on Model Hamiltonian with 1000 Basis Statesa

Best Incomplete Paths/ EF1

Best Complete Paths/ EF3

Mass

<EL >

<EL >

Sn

4120

4094

Ge

3627

3718b

Ti

3465

3289

Si

2831

2736

c

2829

3226

aThe initial energy on the left is 4582 cm-1, which includes a zero-point energy in
the left ligand of 727 cmb AI

1•

method was able to find only 717 states in a reasonable amount of computer

time (less than 3 hours on a VAX 11/780) .
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#2;1.5

#8;0.9

-------------- ----------------- -------------·
:1::

Energy

2u

1

#9;0.2

#1

I.S.

#6;0.7

------------------------

Fig. 1.

Sample search tree for the two proposed search algorithms.

The first

number above each line is the number of the state and the second number the value
of its evaluations function. The initial state ( #1) has no evaluation function value
associated with it. See text for discussion of search.
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ENERGY ON LEFT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FOR A - 0.1012
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Best Complete
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Fig. 2. Comparison of "exact" and two best AI methods for energy on the left as
a function of time for

>.

= 0.1012 (Sn) for the conditions given in Tables Ia and Ib.
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ENERGY ON LEFT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FOR X - 0.5
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Fig. 3. Comparison of "exact" and two best AI methods for energy on the left as
a function of time for ,\ = 0.5 (2C) for the conditions given in Tables Ia and lb .

